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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Scope: permeability of tooth enamel. 
Talking about tooth enamel, we first have to realize, that we are dealing 
with the most compací biological tissue existing Λ material that with 
normal routinely maintenance is able to resist for many years the agres­
sive forces posed by abrasion and tons of sheer pressure But also a 
material that, subjected to slight deviations from the physiological envi­
ronment in which it was formed, may become cavitated and lose all struc­
tural strength and durability 
Behind this seeming dualistic behaviour a structure of surprising com­
plexity is hidden, which offers both endurance and adaptability to a 
degree hardly imaginable for a predominantly mineral and no longer living 
tissue A key-feature of this structure is the parallel-arrangement (like 
the palissades in a dike) of the crystallites, long hexagonal rods with a 
diameter of approximately 0 01 μιη and a length of approximately 0 1 μιτ» 
Bundles of these crystallites together constitute the pr ismata, ' 1 ' keyhole 
shaped interlocking structures, 1 5 urn diameter and 50 ym length, orient­
ed nearly perpendicular to the tooth-surface in a way to offer both 
ruggedness and a certain amount of flexibility, necessary to prevent 
breakage of the tooth enamel Prisma ta become visible as such, because 
the highly ordered parallel arrangement of the crystallites found in the 
body of a prisma is reduced in the inter-prismatic phase, the contact-
region between adjacent prismata This structural feature is established 
during amelogenesis, when the enamel tissue is generated (pretty much in 
the same fashion as a growing tree) by the ameloblasts, a coherent layer 
of neighbouring cells, that move away from the pulp in a synchronous 
fashion, each of thorn excreting sheafs of crystallites all along the way 
< 1 >
 a qualitative description of the orientation of the crystals in the pris­
mata is given by Meckel et al (1965) A more recent survey of enam­
el structure, including SEM-pictures of mature enamel and a schematic 
drawing of the orientation of the crystallites in enamel prismata can 
be found in section 4 4 of Arends et al (1975) 
At the contact-regions of these cells necessarily some of the parallel ori-
entation of the crystallites, a basic element for the structural properties 
of the enamel, is lost. This explains the occurrence of an inter-prismatic 
phase, consisting of narrow regions with a more random orientation of the 
crystallites, where the spaces between them will approach (as may be 
inferred from SEM-pictures) the dimensions of the crystallites themselves. 
In these relatively open regions the enamel mineral becomes vulnerable to 
attacks, formed by deviations from the physiological environment in which 
it was formed. Such deviations are for instance caused by the acid attack 
that results from metabolic activity in the plaque, a sticky layer of bacte-
ria and organic debris that may cover the enamel cap. 
At this point the relevance of enamel permeability enters: it deter-
mines the ease with which agressive substances may invade the enamel (in 
case of an acid attack the permeability controls the speed of penetration 
of the acids into the enamel). Thus enamel permeability is a crucial fac-
tor (together with the dissolution-rate of the crystals) for the progress 
of the caries process, the main cause for the destructive cavitation men-
tioned above. 
Enamel permeability is usually determined by measuring the diffusion of 
radiotracers, a time-consuming method, which is not applicable in vivo. 
In connection with this, the aim of this study is threefold: 
(1) to develop a simple, cheap, reliable and fast method, usable both in 
vitro and in vivo, to determine enamel permeability. An in vivo 
application of this method could be, to offer a predictive tool for the 
necessary frequency and intensity of dental care. This is of interest 
in view of the clinically observed diversity in caries-sensitivity. 
(2) to determine the efficiency of certain permeability-reducing chemical 
treatments of the enamel. Since enamel permeability is a crucial fac-
tor for the progress of the (early) caries lesion, the reduction of 
permeability (for instance with a hydrophobic surface-coating) might 
prove to be a valuable clinical procedure for caries-prevention. 
Testing the effectiveness of such a treatment is an essential element 
of the pioneering phase in its development. To offer maximum repro-
ducibility and freedom of experiment (allowing also potentially lethal 
reagents) this experimental phase should be done in vitro. 
(3) to explore whether the obtained results could give a better or more 
detailed picture of tooth enamel as a porous membrane. 
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2. Clinical Relevance: Permeability and Caries. 
Caries of tooth enamel is a disease occurr ing in more than 90° of the 
adults in developed count r ies . It is caused by a bacterial plaque where it 
covers the tooth crown. This plaque metabolises sugar s to lactic acid, 
acetic acid, propionic acid e tc . In this way sugar intakes lead to acid 
product ions dur ing periods ranging from about 2 to 40 minutes (Jen-
kins , 1978). 
The reaction of tooth enamel with the acids produced by the plaque is 
complicated due to the complex na tu re of tooth enamel. This t issue con-
tains about 86 volume% of mineral and 14 volume0o of an aqueous organic 
gel. The crystal l i tes are embedded in this ge l . < 2 > The acids hardly react 
with the mineral in the surface- layer of tooth enamel, due to the fact that 
this mineral resembles the very slightly soluble hydroxylapa t i te . T h e r e -
fore, the acids pene t ra te into the enamel by diffusion and react with the 
mineral in the deeper layers of tooth enamel which is more soluble 
(Brown, 1975, Dr iessens , 1982). After reaction of the acids with the 
mineral in the deeper layers , the dissolved calcium and phosphate ions 
are carr ied off by diffusion th rough the enamel surface- layer into the 
plaque and from the re into the saliva. The t r anspo r t of ac ids , the min-
eral dissolution reaction and the t r anspor t of ions back to the tooth s u r -
face are concomitantly ra te determining for the caries process (Van Dijk 
et a l . , 1979). One may thus affect the ra te of the caries process by 
influencing e i ther of these p rocesses . 
< 2
' concerning the influence of this gel on the t r anspo r t p roper t ies of the 
solute molecules th rough the enamel pores , the following may be 
advanced: only a small pa r t of the available water is bound to the 
organic molecules that const i tute the framework of this gel. So the 
main pa r t of the water p resen t in the gel may be regarded as 'free 
water ' , since its viscosity and dielectric constant are the same as for 
regular electrolyte solutions. Therefore the presence of a gel in the 
enamel pores has no essential bear ing upon the t ransport -models used 
in this s t u d y . 
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3. Physico - Chemical Rationale: Permeability of Membranes. 
We have developed complex impedance spectrometry as a method for esti­
mating enamel permeability The complex impedance of the system calo­
mel e lectrode, electrolyte solution, tooth enamel membrane, electrolyte 
solution, calomel electrode was measured at several frequencies in the 
range 1 Hz to 1 MHz The data obtained a p p e a r e d to be reliable p r e ­
dictors of the tooth enamel's permeability 
Cole and Cole (1941) int roduced complex impedance spectrometry for 
the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of physico-chemical processes in terms of relaxation 
phenomena Schwann (1957) and Boetcher and Bordewijk (1976) reviewed 
t h e resu l t s found for a var ie ty of materials of inorganic, organic and 
biological origin Complex impedance spect ra were used for the s tudy of 
membraneous s t r u c t u r e s as well The following (by no means exhaust ive) 
list of research-i tems may be quoted (for each item only one character i s t ic 
p a p e r is cited) 
" s tudies of complex impedance and admittance spect ra of glass-
membranes used for pH- and ion-selective e lectrodes (Buck, 1968 and 
Brand and Rechnitz 1969 resp ) 
1
 s tudies concerning the influence of s t r u c t u r a l and geometric variables 
+ the influence of s u r f a c e - s c r a t c h e s , parallel alignment of conducting 
wires in a ' P t - b r u s h ' e lectrode (de Levie, 1969) 
+ the influence of surface pore geometries on the shape of the complex 
impedance plot (Kciser e t al , 1976) 
+ the process of 'pit t ing of aluminium' involved m the formation of elec­
trolyt ic c o n d e n s e r s (Morley, 1970) 
a recent biological application (viz the impedance of human skin) is 
found in the phenomenological s tudies of Poon and Choy, (1981) 
* a survey of recent industr ia l applications is found in a publication of 
the 'Solartron' group (Gabrieli, 1980) 
Enamel membranes have a f low-through system with an isolating 
support-mater ia l and pores whose dimensions approach those of the 
c h a r g e - c a r r i e r s The process leading to the observed shape of the com-
t л impedance spect ra is t h e relaxation of the electrolyte within the con­
finements offered by such a p o r e - s t r u c t u r e This relaxation may be 
i n t e r p r e t e d as an interaction between the resisionce of the electrolyte 
solution in the pores , t h a t together const i tute the ' forward' conductance 
pathways also used by diffusion, and the capacities associated with the 
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' transverse' conduction pathways offered by the double-layer and the 
geometric capacities. 
So, looking at one pore and its direct environment, a microscopic 
relaxation-time, τ - R D|' С is observed. In this thesis approximate 
μ ο,ρ pp 
expressions for В. , the resistance of the pore-interior and С , the 
' o,p' F pp ' 
(mutual) pore-pore capacity, are derived. Due to physiological variations 
occurring during amelogenesis, on a macroscopic scale appreciable diversi­
ty will be found in the structural parameters that determine R and 
С So, considering large(r) volumes of enamel, a distribution of 
relaxation-times (rather than one single relaxation-time) will be observed 
in the f ime-domain. In the frequency-domain this corresponds with the 
occurrence of a resistor Q-element (constant phase angle element) parallel 
circuit, which shapes the complex impedance spectrum in a semi-arc, 
whose center is depressed below the real axis (cF. Boettcher and Bor-
dewijk, 1976). 
In order to avoid non-linear behaviour and membrane-polarization a 
small-signal complex impedance measurement was designed. In this 
method the real and imaginary part of the membrane-impedance is meas­
ured at a number of frequencies between 1 Hz and 1 MHz and plotted in a 
polar (Cole-Cole) plot. A model containing a Constant-Phase-Angle ele­
ment was used for the analysis of these measurements. The values calcu­
lated for the width of the arc in a polar plot and the angular measuring 
frequency at the maximum of this arc may be used as predictor for the 
ion-pcrmoability of untreated enamel. With some restrictions these param­
eters may also be used for monitoring the changes that occur after 
permeability-reducing chemical treatments of the enamel. Finally an onset 
was given for a mechanistic interpretation of the complex impedance meas­
urements presented in this study. 
13 
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C H A P T E R II 
Med & Biol Eng & Compui 
Impedance of dental enamel membranes as a 
predictor for their permeability 
H P. F. Scholberg J. M. P. M. Borggreven F С M Driessens 
Dental School University of Nlimegen PO Box 9101 6500 HB Мцтедеп The Netherlands 
Abstract—The permeability of dental enamel membranes can be estimated by means of diffusion 
measurements with radio isotopes Because of the low intrinsic permeability of these membranes 
determination via this route generally takes two weeks In this paper a much faster electrochemical 
method is presented in which the real and imaginary part of the membrane impedance are measured 
at discrete intervals in the frequency range IOHz-ЗООкНг From the parameters that describe these 
electrochemical data some were found to correlate closely with the permeability of enamel as 
determined with radio isotopes on the same enamel sample From these results it was concluded 
that especially vmJ4 the frequency where the imaginary part of the membrane impedance is maximal 
and Z, at 100 Hz the imaginary part of the membrane impedance at 100 Hz are of practical value as 
predictor lor the permeability of enamel 
Keywords—Canes. Dental enamel Impedance Permeability 
1 Introduction 
WHI Ν plaque (a sticky mass of bacteria and organic 
debris) is allowed to interact with dental enamel for a 
prolonged period of time, initial canes will develop as a 
subsurface lesion of the enamel Here a number of 
typical diffusive processes occur namely diffusion of 
acids from the plaque through the intact enamel 
surface to the onset of a subsurface lesion and diffusion 
of the acid-solved enamel mineral into the oral cavity 
(MORLNO and ZAHRADNIK, 1974 Su vmsTOw-, 
1973) This canes process can be simulated with a 
computer program (VAN DUK et α/, 1979) in a typical 
simulation it was found that the permeabiht) of enamel 
is a crucial factor m the rale of the canes process, since 
the rale of déminéralisation appeared to be 
approximately proportional to the square-root of the 
permeability This permeability can be measured 
chemically as the velocity of diffusion of ions and small 
molecules (mostly as radiotracers) through an enamel 
membrane (BORGGRLVEN el al 1977) 
It may be expected that electric conductmt} and 
chemical permeability of dental enamel membranes 
are related, because lonary diffusion might take place 
along pathways that can also be used for conduction of 
electric current Salient advantages of the proposed 
electric measurements are a sigmficanl decrease in the 
time needed for a measurement (minutes instead 
of weeks), a considerable simplification of the 
measurement and the avoidance of radiotracers 
In this study it will be shown that the electric 
First received 1st June 1981 and in final form 8th January 1982 
0140-0118/82/050576 + 07 S01 50/0 
© IFMBE 1982 
conductivity of an enamel membrane is related to the 
permeability as measured with radiotracers 
2 Materials and methods 
2 I tlecrronu instrumentation 
bor the measuiements presented here a Hewlett-
Packard HP4800A vector impedance meter, equipped 
with a HP4801A direct measurement plug-in, was 
used This instrument can measure simultaneously the 
impedance and phase shift of two-terminal networks 
in the frequency range 5 Hz 500 kl I/ The accuracy of 
impedance measurements was checked with calibrated 
metal him resistors (Philips) 1 rom this control it 
appeared that in the two decades of Ζ of interest for 
our measurements (namely Ζ - lOkíi up to 
Ζ = Ι ΜΩ) the impedance values as read from the 
HP4800A s panel meter, were accurate to 2% 
(manufacturer claims better than 5°0) When 
correlating measured impedance values in the 10 кП 
1 ΜΩ range with the actual values, a correlation 
coefficient of 0 9999 was obtained, indicating excellent 
linearity Therefore, it was concluded that the 
impedance could be read directly from the HP4800A"s 
panel meter 
The phabe-angle was monitored by means of a 
4j-digil d ν m ( Radiometer PHM64) connected to the 
HP4800A*s phase analogue output according to the 
manufacturers instructions 
This way a resolution of 001 could be attained for 
measuring frequencies in the range 100 Hz-300kHz 
Below 100 Hz major fluctuations occurred in the 
digital readout These were caused by the presence of 
some ripple on the dc signal from the HP4800A's 
578 Medical l i Biological Engineering & Computing September 1982 
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phase analogue output B> inserting a Ion pass filter 
between the analogue output and the digital readout a 
resolution of 0 2 could be attained in this region 
without an> sacrifice in measuring accuracy at 
frequencies above 100 H/ I sing a calibration resistor 
and capacitor in a two point calibration procedure 
before each mcasurcmenl a reproducibility of 0 0s 
(0 1 below 100 H/) was achieved I he absolute 
шіипи\ of the indicated phase-angle was evaluated 
with metal film resistors (Philips! This was done by 
measuring the phase-angle of the 2S F12 range 
resistors between lOkOand 1 MÍJ at ten frequencies in 
(he range ІОНг-ЧООкН? In this procedure the 
displayed values of the phase-angle were corrected for 
the intrinsic phase shift of the calibration resistors 
(this phase shift is caused b) their stray capacitances 
these capacitances (approvimalel) 0 2 pi I were 
determined separalelv with a HP4262A Í.C R-bridgc) 
Ihc corrected values (King between - I and +4 I 
were used as input for the phase-correction part of the 
software (sec bclowl In tins wa\ an oveiall phase 
angle accuracy of 0 2 (0 5 below 100 H?) could be 
attained 
2 2 Simultani'Oits mi'a\un'nun[ of transpon und 
ek'c ti m /it »MÍ ai pai ami'ta s 
To compare the electrochemical measurements with 
the results obtained in diffusion experiments the 
I 1 vector m a e d a i c r r-ieter 
s мОи ООА 
Г 'S 
I 
i 
calonre 
elee rofio-s 
ÍK -Ol) 
act ve ыае . sampie ь а е 
enamel membrane 
Fig I Mí иМІПШ/ fí/Ш/ШНШ llUit fi» t/ll MfíllWfílílt(íil4 
íittírmmalion о/ tiimspoit orni ehítiOíhímiíat 
paiiitwiers 
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following procedure was used (described in more 
detail bv BOROC.RLvrN el a/ (1977)) 
Slices of enamel (thickness 0 2 mm) were prepared 
by sawing parallel to the labial face of uncruptcd 
bovine incisors Using light-seals made from rubber 
O-rings and Apic/on M grease these slices were 
mounted as membranes between the two 
compartments of diffusion cells (refer to Fig 1 ) 
Both compartments were filled with И т І of an 
aqueous solution containing 2mmol \~ ' Hepcs buffer 
pH 7 4 10mmol I ' RbCl glycerol and sorbitol 
moreover 40 μ mol I ' ch lorhexidine-HCl 
(Hibitane® I to prevent microbial growth To one 
compartment LJH] sorbitol Ll4<-]-glyccrol and 
""КЬ-'Ч"! were added as radiotracers while 
equivalent amounts of non radioactive material were 
added to the other compartment to equalise the overall 
concentration of the diffusing species on both sides of 
the membrane Transport through the enamel was 
monitored by sampling the tracers in the non labelled 
compartment During the sampling period ( И 20 
days) the electrochemical parameters were measured 
every three days by means of calomel electrodes 
(Radiometer K401) placed in either compartment of 
the diffusion cell To prevent contamination ol the 
electrodes with radio isotopes and cross-
contammation between parallel cvperiments (he 
electrodes were equipped with disposable salt bridges 
made from micropipet lips (Fppendorf blue 1000/ill 
tilled with agar KCl (prepared bv dissolving I g Difco 
bacto-agar in 100ml boiling KCl solution (2moll ' 
while stirring vigorously) 
The effectiveness of the tight seals was checked by 
inserting an impermeable perspex disk (thickness 
0 2 mm) as membrane between the Iwo compartments 
of a diffusion-cell After the electrochemical data of this 
cell had been corrected for ihc resistance of the buffer 
and the electrodes ihesc data could be interpreted in 
terms of an ЯС-parallcl circuit with an R » 100 ΜΩ 
(C being approximately 5 p i ) indicating perfect 
isolation of the used seals Moreover no radio activity 
could be delected in the unlabclled compartment after 
one month 
The liquid-scintillation counting of radio-isotopes 
and the calculation procedures necessary to obtain 
diffusion coeflicients are described bv BORGGRI v t s cr 
al (1977) From the resulting diffusion coeflicients a 
membranes value of Ί„ (the charge corrected ionic 
diffusion constant) was calculate as follows 
2 » Р я ь * Dç, 
Ihb + D, 
In previously reported results (BoRdORbVtN et al 
1981 Fig 2) thcslopcsmlhediffusion plots Гог " 6 КЬ 
and " O l were demonstrated to be conslanl 
indicating that there is not a serious time-dependence 
of 1„ for the duration of the experiment 
Subsequently the A,, values of 12 membranes were 
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used for the determination of the correlation of AD with 
their electrochemical parameters 
2 3 Anuhm nj the ileilrochemual dala 
The interpretation of the electrochemical dala was 
carried out in two ways similar to those used by Buck 
and Krull (BLCK 1968 BLCK and KRILL 1968) in 
their analysis of the impedance of the membranes 
occurring in glass electrodes commonlv used for 
measurement of pH 
(i) By constructing a Cole Cole plot ie by plotting 
the imaginary part Z, against the real part ¿K of 
the impedance (COLF 1928 Coil- 1932 C o ï t 
and COLC 19411 For interpretation of a Cole 
Cole plot in terms of underlying structures (ie 
calculation of its equivalent circuit I the follow mg 
applies When measuring (Z s and Z/l the 
impedance of a pure RC -parallel circuit in a 
range of frequencies (il the Cole Cole plot of 
these data can be described bv a semi-arc whose 
centre lies on the real axis Its intersections with 
this diis are the origin and ihe point where the 
real axis assumes the value ofthe resistance R (see 
Fig 2al The frequency where the imaginan part 
of the impedance reaches us maximum \ma:i 
follows from \max = (2nRC) ' When the object 
under study docs not behave like a simple 
/?C-parallel circuit deviations from the picture 
described above will occur most prominent as a 
ζ,(κη ) 
too-
b -
5 -
3 -
X 
/ w 
/
 \ 
\ 
336 ΚΤΪ 
6 B 2 p F 
\ 
ъ 
3 4 
b l o g ( ν ) 
Fig 2 Companion of Cote Cole and log (7) адшпчі log (\) 
plot!, u\ed jor ihi analysi1, ot impídante dula 
(a| Coíe Cole plot for 
RC-parallel circuir numbers along 
. cune дне 
Ini Cole-Cole plot for log M 
enamel membrane 
5 / - \ ? 
Дэ 
log ( Z ) 
6 -
300 
Z R ( K n ) 
e n a m e l 
m e m b r a r i e 
\ . 
-fc. 
\ 
5 6 
log( ν ) 
U) lo«(ZI agmnst loqb) plot jor RC-paralkl 
circuir 
id) loq{¿\aqu\nM logli) plot for enamel membrane 
· - · loe U,) 
О О log!/,) 
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depression of the centre of the semi arc Ьеіол the 
real axis 
Pig 2/>gi.csaCole Colcplot that istypical for 
enamel membranes Analysis in terms of 
undeiKing structures is obviously less 
stiaighlforw.ird in this case 
In) Alternatively one may construct a log (Z) against 
log ( ι ) plot Here Ihe log of the real and imaginary 
part of the impedance (7,, and 7,) are plotted 
against the log of the measuring frequency 
It can be shown that for a pure RC-parallel circuit 
the following applies (cf Fig 2c) 
(«) for suflicicntlv low frequency log |7 K I will become 
equal to loglfil 
(b) the slopes of the log (Zu) against the log 11 ) pan are 
Oand - 2 
(< I Ihe slopes of the log (7,) against the log! ι ) part are 
1 and - 1 
id) the point where log(7Ä) and log!/ , ) are equal 
coincides with the maximum in the log(Z,) curve 
(and therefore with і
т и л
1 
Using these criteria it will be clear that the picture 
arising for a typical enamel membrane (see Fig 2d) is 
quite different from the results found for a true' 
KC-parallcl circuit 
2 4 Software and siaii^tu·* 
All calculations were done with programs written in 
'speakeasy' a Fortran-based array processor enabling 
clear and modular coding The tasks to be performed 
are 
(al correction of the input-values of the phase-angle 
for the frequency- and magmiude-dcpcndent 
deviations introduced by the measuring 
equipment 
ib) subtraction of the resistance of the calomel-
electrode and the buffer 
(c) calculation of the parameters for the least-squares 
semi-arc connecting the /
я
 Ζ, pairs in the Cole 
Cole plot 
(d) correlating the parameters that describe this semi-
arc with the results of the diiïusion experiments 
ie) performing (weighted) linear regression analysis to 
Table 1 Parumtuers wИон ι ulne сші Ы culi itlaiedjor a Cole 
Cole plot 
Parameter Descripuon 
log(K0) intercept of semi art and real axis 
logtRdd) radius of semi arc 
logt« b) co-ordinates of centre of semi-arc 
lug(Arca) surface of semi-arc 
0 depression-angle of semi-arc 
Medical & Biological Engineering & Computing 
get information about the reliability of a 
prediction of Ap from electrochemical parameters 
As weights we used the reciprocal values of the 
variances of the permeabilities these variances 
were calculated as described by BORGCRnvEN ft 
al (1977) I or statistical analysis the directions 
given by DRAPCR and SMITH (1966) and GciOY 
(1974) were followed 
3 Results and discussion 
4 I Intioduction 
^s staled earlier, the electronic conductivity and 
chemical permeability of enamel membranes are 
expected to be related, because the pathways for шпагу 
diffusion might coincide with the ones used for 
conduction of electronic current 
This can be verified statistically by choosing a 
parameter to represent electronic conductivity and by 
taking permeability and the chosen electronic 
parameter as variables in a correlation model By 
calculating their respective correlation coefficient r (a 
measure for their interdcpcndcncy) the merits of the 
electronic parameter chosen as a predictor for enamel 
permeability can be evaluated 
In our system this correlation coefficient is expected 
to differ from unity (the value found for 1 1 
correlation), because of noise introduced by biological 
variations, and because the electronic parameter 
chosen might not be the optimal one 
These deviations will make the appearance of the 
locus of the permeability conductivity pairs 
ellipsoidal, rather than a line In the following we will 
select parameters related to the electronic conductivity 
and test them in the way indicated above 
1 2 Cole Cole plot·, 
Table I lists some parameters visualised in Fig 3 
whose value can be calculated for a semi-arc (Cole 
Cole plot) through the origin (only (a b), the co­
ordinates of the centre of this semi-arc arc of course 
necessary for a mathematical description of such an 
arc the rest of the parameters can be derived from 
them I Also mentioned in Table 1 are their respective 
correlation coefficients (r) with the charge-corrected 
- 0 7 S ( a , b ) 
- 0 78 
-0 64 '^K ^ Diagram s/iowing the parameters thai can 
_Q^T be calculated from a Cole Cole plot ialso 
U-ited m Table 1) 
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ionic diffusion constant Λ,, The significance limit for r 
at 32 degrees of freedom is 0 14 (2ot = 005) Among 
the parameters tested R0, whose squared r is highest 
was considered a good choice for prediction of 4ο Fig 
4 gives a more detailed picture of the relation between 
A
n
 and R0 When performing weighted linear 
regression analysis according to the model 
: mX + b 
with 
Y = log Μη)+ 2 
and 
A" = l o g ( Ä 0 ' - 3 
the following results (with standard errors) were 
obtained on 32 membranes 
m = - 0 7 (01) 
h = 41 (0 2) 
This corresponds with the line in Fig 4 The dashed 
concave lines give the 95"0 confidence interval for the 
regression line The thin lines give the 95",, reliability 
region for a prediction of A,, from Ra So for the three 
decades of Ац investigated. R0 can be used as a 
predictor for А0 The accuracy ofsuch a prediction can 
be read from Fig 4 For l o g ( R 0 ) - 3 = 24 (which 
. \ 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
log (Rgl-a 
Fig. 4 Correlation oj AD uir/i K0 The Ime »ai ialculated 
using Metghtt d /incur regression anal\ sis The dashed 
lines git e the 95 ϋ
υ
 t onfideiiL e region for the regression 
¡me The thm linesgue the95''r,reltabilit\ intenaljor 
a prediction oj A0Jrom RO 
corresponds with an /?„ of approximately 250 кП) a 
rangeof lò 3 3 is found for log ( l „ - 2 ) which means 
that the total variation in the predicted value for An 
amounts a factor 50 
3 3 Ltìi/iZ) aqumst /m/h ) piot s 
A feature which is not taken into account in a Cole 
Cole plot is the frequency dependency of the /.k ¿ι 
pairs This feature would correspond with (he 
dispersion of the / „ 7, pairs on the semi-arc in other 
words to the way these pairs arc distributed on the arc 
Therefore it was decided to analvse the data with 
log(Z) against logli I plots as well From an initial 
inspection it was found that the log IZ,)against logli ) 
part of those plots was more sensitive to changes in 
permeability than the log(/„)against the logli) pan 
This is illustrated b\ the fact that for seven membranes 
whose R
a
 was nearly the same the log(7,,) against 
log (ι ) curves were virtually identical too whereas the 
log(Z,) against logh) curves showed marked 
differences A three-dimensional plot of log(/,l as a 
function of both log(i ) and log( 4
n
) was constructed 
for these membranes (Fig 51 
Some salient features arising from this plol are 
(i) the shape of the log(Z,) against logd) curves 
changes dramatically with changes in 
permeability and 
(n) logti,,,^) increases with increasing permeability 
Looking for other parameters suited as a predictor for 
A,, it should be borne in mind that they should 
preferentially vary linearly with /(„and be sensitive to 
small changes therein 
5 0 
Fig. S 
1 2 3 4 5 
log (treq) 
Three-dimensional diagram shoeing the imaginary 
part of the imptdume of enamel membranes Z, as a 
funition of both measuring freguency \ and 
permeability Α
ΰ 
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I OB ι/ л i„„J decreases with increasing 
peuiK.ibiliiN ihis decrease however is rather small 
The delicate ol loglZ/l with increasing logl/lul is 
Lir^cvl at íicqLiencies belos \ma^ However, for reasons 
iiU'iui'MKd in Scclion 2. it »as found advisable 
lal'hou^h this is not dircctlj obvious from Fig 5) not 
to telv on incasuicments made below 100 Hz to avoid 
etioiuouv readings for log(7,) So the parameters 
clu sen tor uinclaiion with log(/1p) are log(iBtiIAt, 
logt / , at i„r,J and log(7, at 100H/) lable 2 lists 
these uiamclcrs together with their respective 
coelhucils foi correlation with /4n 
\Mieti pei forming weighted linear regression 
anaKsis on the data obtained for l o g U ^ J and for 
log ι/, at НЮ Hz) the following results were obtained 
(again with standard errors) 
Іо^І'.„
и
ч1 'sec Fig 6) 
model chosen 1 = mX + b 
with 
У = log(/l
c
) + 2 
and 
X = l o g ( > „ „ J - 1 4 
This gave 
m = 061 (0-07) 
h = 4 0 ( 0 1 ) 
log (Ζ, at 100 Hz) (see Fig 7) 
model chosen Y = mX + h 
with 
У = log</t0) + 2 
ΓαΝί 2 Рагііпкчеімхіитчаіш 
аііиіпч l()Q\\ ) plot 
i an bc calculated for a 1<H}[7) 
Pdidinetcr Description 
löf^BiiM* frequencj where / , is maximal 0 S6 
lo j i l / , л \ma¿ %dlut:s of Z, dl \m^ - 0 4 2 
log ( / , at 100 H/l \alue o f / , al 100 iL· - 0 88 
Ï 2 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
l ° g < W - 1 4 
Fig. 6 Correlation oj AD with \mui¡ The line was calculated 
miiiq weiqhted linear regression anal\sis The dashed 
hues que ¡he 9SU0 confidence mtenal for the 
regression ¡me The thin hues дне the 95% reliab¡lit\ 
region for a prediction oj ADjrom \nuy 
2 3 4 
log (7, at 100HZ) -1 6 
Fig. 7 Correlation of AD with Z( at ІООНг The line was 
lakulated using weighted linear regression analysis 
The dashed lines дне the 950
r t lonfidente mtenal for 
the regression ¡me The thin lines дне the 9ba
a 
reliability region for a prediction A
 DJrот Ζ, at lOOHr 
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a n d 
Χ = l o g ( Z , at 1 0 0 H z ) - 1 6 
This gave 
m = - 0 - 5 3 ( 0 0 5 ) 
Ь = 4 0 ( 0 1 ) 
F r o m a n a l o g o u s ca lculat ions as given for R 0 (see Fig 
4), it follows that the tota l var iat ion in a predict ion of 
AD from l o g ( v m „ ) or l o g ( Z , at 1 0 0 H z ) a m o u n t s t o a 
factor 20 
So n o t w i t h s t a n d i n g t h e fact that l o g ( v
m o
j and 
l o g f Z , at 100 H?) a re chosen on purely empirical 
g r o u n d s , it may be stated in conclus ion that these 
p a r a m e t e r s can be used as predictors for the 
permeabi l i ty of enamel F u r t h e r research is carr ied on 
in o u r l abora tory a b o u t the m e c h a n i s m s (hat give rise 
t o these corre la t ions , n o t only t o resolve the lack of a 
solid theoret ical foundat ion per sc, but also expecting 
t o find a long that p a t h p a r a m e t e r s that will show 
(ideal) 1-1 corre la t ion. 
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C H A P T E R m 
A PHENOMENOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE 
FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT IMPEDANCE BEHAVIOUR 
OF BOVINE DENTAL ENAMEL 
Η Ρ F SCHOLBERG, J Μ Ρ M BORGGREVEN and F С M DRIESSFNS 
Dental School, University of Nijmegen, PO Box 9101, 6500 HB Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
Sonunary—The permeability of dental enamel can be estimated by means of diffusion measurements with 
radio isotopes Because of the low intrinsic permeability of enamel membranes determination via this 
route may take two weeks A much faster electrochemical method is presented in which the real and 
imaginary part of the membrane impedance are measured at discrete intervals in the frequency-range 
I Hz-l MHz Using the principles of network-analysis, a phenomenological interpretation of these 
electrochemical data in terms of a 6-parameter model is given The model contains ÄQ, the intrinsic 
membrane resistance, Rr, the residual membrane resistance and the four parameters necessary to describe 
the postulated enamel diffusion impedance which bears strong resemblance to the Warburg impedance 
Starting from this model, optimal estimates (with standard errors) of a membrane s RQ and wmaï (the log 
of the frequency where the imaginary part of the membrane impedance is maximal) were derived These 
parameters were predictors ol the permeability of enamel 
INTRODUCTION 
Mathematical simulation of the canes process (van 
Dijk, Borggreven and Dnessens, 1979) suggests that 
the rate of this process is approximately proportional 
to the square root of the permeability of tooth 
enamel This permeability can be measured chem-
ically as the velocity of diffusion of ions and small 
molecules (mostly as radiotracers) through an enamel 
membrane (Burke and Moreno, 1975, Borggreven, 
van Dijk and Dnessens 1977) Previously (Scholberg, 
Borggreven and Dnessens, 1982), the impedance of 
dental enamel membranes, for which the permeability 
to small ions and molecules was known for radio-
tracer studies, was measured (Borggreven er al, 
1977) Our purpose was to find one or more para-
meters which desenbe the electrical impedance and 
which can be used as predictors for the permeability 
When such parameters are found, it might ultimately 
be possible to estimate caries susceptibility of teeth by 
measuring their electrical impedance 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Electronic instrumentation 
Figure 1 gives a survey of the measunng-
configuration used, with this equipment the imped-
ance, Z, and the phase-angle, ψ, of an enamel mem­
brane can be measured The accuracy of the 
impedance and phase-angle measurements was 
checked with a set of calibrated metal-film resistors 
(6 8 кП-2 2 ΜΩ, Philips) and ceramic plate (Philips), 
polypropylene (Wima) or polycarbonate-foil (Ero) 
condensers (2 2 pF-lO/^F) The stray-capacity of the 
resistors, the capacity of the condensers and their 
loss-factors were separately determined with a HP 
4262A' LCR-bndgc Measurements with the vector 
impedance meter on the series of resistors did not 
show any significant frequency-dependency of the 
impedance values The frequency- and magnitude-
dependent errors in orthogonality and offset of the 
phase measurements introduced by the measuring 
equipment were determined from measurements on 
RC-networks 
Simultaneous measurement of transport and electro • 
chemical parameters 
To compare the electrochemical measurements 
with the results obtained in diffusion experiments, the 
following procedure was used (described in more 
detail by Borggreven et al, 1977) Slices of bovine 
enamel (thickness 0 20 mm) were mounted as mem­
branes between the two compartments of diffusion 
cells (Fig 1) Both compartments were filled with 
15 ml of an aqueous solution containing 2 mmol 1"' 
Hepes buffer pH 7 4, 10 mmol 1 ' RbCl, glycerol and 
sorbitol, and 40/imoll" 1 chlorhexidine-HCl 
(Hibitane11 ) to prevent microbial growth To one 
compartment ['H]-sorbitol, [,4C]-glycerol, "CI and 
w R b * were added as radiotracers, equivalent 
amounts of non-radioactive material were added to 
the other compartment to equalize the overall con­
centration of the diffusing species on both sides of the 
membrane Transport through the enamel was mon­
itored by sampling the tracers in the non-labelled 
compartment During the sampling period (15-20 
days), the electrochemical parameters were measured 
several times using calomel electrodes (Radiometer 
K401) placed in each compartment of the diffusion 
cell To prevent contamination of the electrodes with 
radio-isotopes and cross-contamination between par­
allel expenments, the electrodes were equipped with 
disposable salt bridges, made from micropipette tips 
(hppendorf blue, 1000 μ\) filled with agar KCl [pre­
pared by dissolving 1 g bacto-agar (Difco) in 100 ml 
boiling KCl solution (2 mol 1"'), while stirring vigo­
rously] The effectiveness of the tight-seals was 
checked inserting an impermeable Perspex disk 
(0 2 mm thick) as membrane between the two com­
partments of a diffusion-cell The electrochemical 
data of this cell indicated perfect isolation of the seals 
used Moreover, no radio-activity could be detected 
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Fig I Measuring configuration used for simultaneous determination of transport and eleclrochemical 
parameters the following modules were used 3575A a Hewlctt-PackardA 13 MHz gain phase meter 
Prcamp Ihe preamplifier headstage for the gain-phase meter 3311A a Hewlett Packard 3311A 
I Hz-MHzoscillalor DMI the microprocessor-controlled digital meter interface N2235 a Philips N2235 
portable cassette-recorder INT Ihe interface between the central controller and the terminal 700 a Texas 
Instruments Silent 700 printing terminal IBM the local computer facilit) Note the arrows indicate flow 
of control and data transport between modules 
in the unlabclled comparlment after one month The 
liquid-scintillation counting ofradio-isolopes and the 
calculation procedures necessary to obtain the 
diffusion coefficients for Rb (/Эщ) and Cl~ (£>( ) 
were described by Borggreven el al (1977) From the 
resulting di (fusion coefficients, the value of /f
n
 (the 
charge-corrected ionic-diffusion coefficient) for a 
membrane was calculated as follows 
2 x O > b χ 0Ci 
A
n
 = • 
Ояь + Ос, 
Subsequently, the A0 values of 64 membranes were 
used for the determination of the correlation of An 
with their electrochemical parameters 
Analysis of ihe electrochemical data according to the 
(з-parameter model 
For the interpretation of the electrochemical data, 
we used a 6-parameter model containing AQ, the 
intrinsic membrane resistance, R
r
, the residual sys­
tem resistance and CONR, POWR, CONI and 
POWI, the four parameters, that together make up 
the enamel diffusion impedance (EDI, Fig 2), 
whereby the real and the imaginary part of EDI are 
supposed to be CONR χ vPOWR and CONI χ ν«5*' 
respectively (Buck, 1968b) From these six parame­
ters, the value of v
m
„ (the log of the frequency for 
which 7,, the imaginary part of the membrane imped­
ance is maximal) can be calculated We will supply, 
on request, more complete description of the model 
and its theoretical foundation Parameters that have 
to be used as a predictor for the charge-corrected 
ionic diffusion constant, A
n
, should preferentially 
vary linearly with An and be sensitive to small 
changes To test the parameters of the proposed 
model in this respect, (weighted) linear regression 
analysis was used As weights, the reciprocal values 
of the total variances were employed according to the 
procedure described by Christian, Lane and Garland 
(1974) Outliers were rejected using Ihe en tenon 
described by Mitchell, Mills and Garden (1977) 
After that, the selection of parameters among the six 
mentioned above that would be suited as predictors 
for An was done, using Table 1 which lists their 
respective correlation coefficients with AD Using the 
significance limit of the correlation coefficient (which 
EDI 
Fig 2 Equivalent circuit of proposed model for the analysis 
of impedance measurements of dental enamel R^ the 
intrinsic membrane resistance (phase angle 0 ) Rj the 
resistance of the solution and the measuring electrodes (plus 
residual membrane resistance if any) CDL the double-
layer capacitance (phase angle 90 ) the enamel diffusion 
impedance (FDI) (phase angle approx 45 ) 
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Table 1 Survey οΓ the correlation between AD and the parameters of 
the 6-parameter model, judged by means of their respective correlation 
coefficient r 
Parameter 
r 
я. 
- 0 99 021 
CONR 
- 0 15 
POWR 
0 05 
CONI 
0 18 
POWI 
0 09 
v
™, 
0 98 
is 0 24 at 64 df for 2i = 0 05) as a criterion for 
selection, only v
mdX and Л,, had significant correlation 
To get information about the reliability of a predic­
tion of AD from v™,, and Äj, the 95 per cent 
confidence regions and 95 per cent tolerance intervals 
in the regression plots were calculated in accord with 
the directions given by Draper and Smith (1966) and 
Geigy (1974), an explanation of their significance is 
given in Discussion The regression equations used 
are denved for a regression situation where the 
independent variable is known exactly, whereas noise 
may be present in the dependent one The regression 
situation described here is different from the ones 
usually met with, because conductivity and perme-
ability, the two variables whose correlation is tested, 
will both contain errors The validity of the equations 
used for calculating the errors in the slope and offset 
of the regression line and for the evaluation of the 
confidence regions and the tolerance intervals was 
verified by analysing 100 generated sets of 100 
permeability-conductivity pairs, which had random 
noise of the same magnitude as the expected error 
applied to both variables; the tolerance intervals 
calculated this way are denoted with the open dots in 
Figs 3 and 4 
Software 
The tasks performed by the software were (a) 
Conversion of the input values of the gain-phase 
meter into magnitudes and phase angles (Fig 1 ) (b) 
Correction of the input values of the phase angle for 
the frequency- and magnitude-dependent deviations 
introduced by the measuring equipment, (c) Calcu-
lation of the parameters and their standard errors for 
the proposed 6-parameler model (Table 2) (d) Linear 
regression analysis. 
Analysis of α ι ¿pical enamel membrane 
Figure 5 displays the results in the impedance 
domain found using the electrochemical data mea-
sured for a typical enamel membrane as input for the 
non-linear least-squares routine incorporated in the 
software. As a convergence criterion, the decrease of 
SSQ, the sum of the squared differences between 
measured and fitted values for two successive iter-
ations, was used. When this decrease became 
insignificant, the iterative procedure was stopped. 
The atlainmenl of convergence, judged by this 
criterion, usually look 200-300 iterations. 
In the admittance domain, the curves for log 
(CONR) versus log ν and for log (CONI) versus log ν 
(see Figs 6 and 7 respectively) are straight lines This 
supports the suitability of the present model given in 
Fig 1 and the equations derived from that model for 
describing the impedance behaviour of tooth-enamel 
membranes 
Regression-analysis of v
mox
 and Rj rersus А„ 
When performing weighted linear regression-
analysis according to the model. 
Ϋ = m χ X + Ь 
with: 
;f = log(-4D) and ί> = ν Μ „ 
the following values (with standard errors) were 
found for 64 membranes m - 1 24 (0 04), b = 3 66 
(0 03), r = 0 98 These results correspond with the 
central line in Fig 3, the two dashes concave lines 
give the 95 per cent confidence region for the re­
gression line, the outer two dot-dash lines give the 95 
per cent tolerance interval for a prediction of A
n
 from 
ν„„; the open dots delimit the simulated tolerance 
interval (see Materials and Methods) 
Figure 4 was produced by doing the same calcu­
lations for RQ, by setting ) ' = log(Ä0) and 
X = iog(AD), the following results were obtained 
(again for 64 membranes) m = - 0 97 (0 02), 
¿ ,=2 44 (0 02), r = - 0 99. Note in the previous 
- ι ο ι ζ 
log WD) 
Fig 3 Correlation of v
mix with log (AD) The central line 
was calculated, using weighted linear regression anal>sis 
The dashed lines give the 95 per cent confidence region for 
the regression line The dot-dash lines give 95 per cent 
tolerance interval for d prediction oflog (,4
n
) from i
m
„ The 
open dots delimit the simulated tolerance interval 
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et" 6 •V\ 
-1 0 1 
log (/)„) 
Fig 4 Correlation оПо$(Я0) with \og(AD) The central line 
was cdlculated using weighted linear-regression analysis 
The dashed lines give the 95 per cent confìdence region for 
the regression line The dot -dash lines give the 95 per cent 
tolerance interval 
work by Scholberg et al (1982) the value of b 
involved in the correlation of AD and vm„ was 
erroneously entered as 4 0 (0 1), its correct value is 
- 2 1 (0 1) 
DISCUSSION 
The electric properties of many biological materials 
are known to display charactenslic frequency dis-
persions When analysing the impedance behaviour 
of such systems, several alternative parameters can be 
used, for instance the circular-arc function or the 
skewed-arc function 
As there are no literature data concerning the 
impedance behaviour of tooth enamel, an initial 
analysis was done, using the skewed-arc parameter-
ization, which takes the following form in the no-
tation used here (v,^, is taken without log here) 
Using this model, it was impossible to find a set of RQ, 
A, , vmII and POW, that gave an acceptable fit to the 
complete impedance spectrum There are indications 
that enamel membranes and glass-electrode mem-
branes have the following properties in common (1) 
the presence of an ionic matrix (phosphate or sil-
icate), (2) the occurrence of ion selectivity, caused by 
the charge on the interface between the ionic matrix 
and the solution, (3) ion charge transfer by means of 
a so-called hopping (bridgehead) mechanism There-
fore use was made of a modified version of the 
equivalent circuit, proposed by Buck (1968b) who 
used it for the analysis of the impedance of glass 
electrodes, commonly applied for measuring pH 
Brand and Rechnitz (1969) used the same circuit in 
their analysis of the admittance of these electrodes 
Differences between the model used by Buck 
(1968b) and the 6-parametcr model proposed here 
pertain to the number of model parameters needed 
The data of Buck could be analysed using a diffusion 
impedance (Buck, 1968b) which has the same propor-
tionality constant, к , and the same power, 0 5, to 
describe the frequency dependency of both the real 
and the imaginary part of the admittance which 
makes it similar to a so-called Warburg impedance 
(Warburg, 1899, 1901) or Faradaic impedance (Grá-
bame' 1952), commonly assumed to be part of the 
equivalent circuit of a metal-electrolyte interface 
The measurements presented here required dilTerent 
proportionality constants, viz CONR and CONI 
and unequal powers, namely POWR and POWI 
(Table 2) This may be caused by differences in pore 
structure between the two systems Tooth enamel is 
Ζ,ΙΚΠ) 
ENAMEL 
. '
3 
>Ч.. 
ч.. 
100 200 300 
Z R ( k n ) 
Fig 5 Cole-Cole plot measured for a typical enamel membrane The measured points are drawn as closed 
dots, the fitted values as the open dots connected by the curve, the 95 per cent confidence region for these 
values is indicated by the crosses, log(v) is given by the numbers along the curve 
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Fig 6 Andlysis of (he real pari of admittance data with 
log(y) versus log(i) plots Upper trace log (У
я
) versus 
log(i) Lower trace log (KR — ADR^) versus log(v) Re 
suiting values of model parameters ADRfl = 1 4 x 1 0 3 ms 
so R0 = 700 kfl CONR = 3 5 x 1 0 ' s χ ms POWR = 0 52 
known to have a characteristic doubly-humped distri­
bution of pore sizes in the region 0 5 10 nm (Moreno 
and Zahradnik, 1973), whereas the pores in a glass 
might be much more evenly distributed (Buck, 
1968a) 
У 
X 
κ 
/ 
χ 
/ 
¿ / og(CONIU6 
_l_ I _1_ _ L _ L J 
Ы 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
log ( f ) 
7 Analysis of the imaginary part of admittance data 
As stated earlier, electronic conductivity and chem­
ical permeability of enamel membranes are expected 
to be related because the pathways for ionic diffusion 
might coincide with the ones used for conduction of 
electronic current Statistically, this can be verified by 
selecting a parameter to represent electronic conduc­
tivity and by taking permeability and the selected 
electronic parameter as variables in a correlation 
model By calculating their correlation coellkient r (a 
measure for their mterdependency), the merits of the 
electronic parameter chosen as a predictor for 
enamel permeability, can be evaluated In our system, 
this correlation coefficient was expected to differ from 
unity, because of noise introduced by biological 
variations and because the electronic parameter cho­
sen might not be the optimal one These deviations 
would make the appearance of the locus of the 
permeability/conductivity pairs ellipsoidal rather 
than a line 
The 95 per cent confidence regions in Γ igs 3 and 4 
may be interpreted (Draper and Smith, 1966) as the 
region which contains (with 95 per cent reliability) the 
true regression line In order to obtain a 95 per cent 
confidence band (i e the interval which contains, with 
95 per cent probability, the true value) around an /1D 
value predicted from i
m i , or R0. one may only use the 
95 per cent confidence region when the electro­
chemical parameter is known exactly (for instance 
from a large number of independent measurements) 
When this is nol the case, the confidence band around 
a predicted A
n
 value has to be constructed from the 
confidence band around the value measured for v
m
„ 
or Rf, and the confidence region calculated for the 
regression line (Mitchell el al, 1977) This construc­
tion corresponds with the 95 per cent tolerance 
intervals presented in Figs 3 and 4 So, for v^, the 
accuracy of a predicted AD value tan be read from the 
tolerance interval in 1 ig 3 starting from v
m
„ = 4 0 
(which corresponds with a frequency of 10 kHz), a 
range of 0 1 to 0 6 was found for \og(A
n
), which 
means, that the total variation in the predicted value 
for A
n
 amounted to a factor 5 In case of Rf,, the other 
parameter the following applies for logfÄ,) = 5 3 
(which corresponds with an Λ,, of approx 250 кП), a 
range of - 0 1 to 0 4 is found for AD, this amounts 
to a factor of 3 Comparing these data with published 
results (Scholberg el al, 1982), there is quantitative 
agreement between the two sets of results, consid­
ering that the improvements in the procedure resulted 
in an increased accuracy of a prediction of A
a
 from 
'ira« o r ^ o 
Thus the analytic description of the electro­
chemical data in terms of the 6-parameter model 
Table 2 Analysis according to the 6-pardmcter model of the 
electrochemical data found for a typical enamel membrane 
with logtK) versus log (ι) plots resulting values for model 
parameters C O M - 2 8 χ 10 ' s χ ms POWl = 0 57 
Parameter 
Л„(Ш) 
Я, (кП) 
CONR (s χ ms) 
POWR 
CONI (s χ ms) 
POWI 
V j s ') 
Fitted value 
272 
15 
38 χ 10 s 
0 48 
I 7 x 10 ' 
060 
19 
Standard 
deviation 
21 
22 
18x IO"' 
0 05 
01 χ IO-' 
0 05 
02 
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made possible a more exact calculation of v,^, and 
(impossible until now), its conhdence-band More­
over the availability of this model-description opens 
the possibility (Fuoss and Kirkwood, 1941) of 
investigating the relaxation mechanisms that 
govern the time-domain response of tooth-enamel 
membranes 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE ANALYSIS OF THE SMALL-SIGNAL AC-RESPONSE 
OF BOVINE ENAMEL MEMBRANES * 
1. INTRODUCTION. 
The ra te of p r o g r e s s of the caries process was demonstrated to be 
approximately proport ional to the square root of bovine enamel permeabili­
ty by van Dijk, Borggreven and Driessens (1979). Enamel permoability 
can be measured chemically as the ra te of diffusion of ions through an 
enamel membrane (Borggreven, van Dijk and Dr ies sens , 1977). In prev i­
ous works (Scholberg, Borggreven and Driessens, 1982 and 1984), the 
impedance of bovine enamel membranes, for which the permeability for 
small ions was known from rad iot racer s tudies (Borggreven et a l . , 1977), 
was analyzed. In o r d e r to find parameter s , which can be used as p r e ­
dictors for enamel permeabil i ty, a G-parameter model was proposed as a 
phenomenological descript ion of the ' skewed-arc ' impedance spectrum of 
bovine enamel (see Figure 1 ) . Using this approach, R ( the width of the 
arc) and ν ( the log of the frequency at the top of the arc) were dem­
onst ra ted to be p r e d i c t o r s of bovine enamel permeabil ity. In this s tudy 
the above mentioned 6-parameter model is compared with the analysis of 
the small-signal AC r e s p o n s e of enamel membranes, using an equivalent 
circuit comprising res is t ive elements, and a Constant-Phase-Angle element 
with an admittance of the form: 
Υ* = Κ
α
 * (ίω)α (0<α<1) (1.1) 
This model, which can be t h o u g h t of as an onset for a mechanistic 
descript ion of the small-signal AC response of enamel is henceforth 
re fer red to as ' the CPA-model'. 
* to be publ ished in Medical and Biological Engineer ing and Computing, 
co-authored with B o r g g r e v e n , J . M . P . M . , Dr iessens , F.C.M. and 
Schoonman, J . 
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Figure 1. Typical Cole-Cole plot of a complex impedance measurement 
for a tooth enamel membrane: solid dots indicate t h e measuring points , 
open dots indicate the 'fit' obtained using section 2 . 2 . 2 . , numbers along 
t h e curve give log(u) where : ω ( the angular f requency) equals 
2!;SIT*V (the measuring f r e q u e n c y ) . 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS. 
2.1. Models used for the analysis of impedance spectra of enamel 
membranes. 
2.1.1. The 6-parameter model. 
For a descript ion of this model the r e a d e r is re fe r red to the equivalent 
circuit of Figure 2. The symbols used in th i s f igure have the following 
meaning : 
the 'width' of t h e arc on the Zn -axis R
c 
R : the 'offset' on t h e Z^ -axis for measuring frequencies (v) •* - . R^ 
comprises the res i s tance of the electrolyte solution, the electrodes 
and the res idual membrane res i s tance (if a n y ) . 
-X-: Enamel-Diffusion-Impedance (EDI) element . 
-£ 
Figure 2. Equivalent circuit 
used in analysing enamel membrane 
impedance s p e c t r a : -X- indicates a 
complex circuit element, which has 
to be character ized . 
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For the complex admittance, Y = д - • i,;<Yi , of t h e EDI element, 
the form : 
Y* = A*«11 + i*B*wm (2.1) 
was obtained from a l eas t- squares analysis of conductance-frequency and 
susceptance-f requency data (Scholberg et a l . , 1984). The Kramers-
Kronig (KK) relations (see Boetcher and Bordewijk, 1978), however, 
r e q u i r e η = m, and t h e following relation between A and В to hold: 
В = A * tan(n*iT/2) (2.2) 
Raistr ick, Ho, Hu and Huggins (1977) and Raistr ick, Ho and Huggins 
(1977a) have introduced the admittance form (2.1) to fit impedance data 
on fluorites and si l icates. It should, however, be emphasized (cF. Rais­
t r ick , Ho and Huggins , 1977b), that the use of (2.1) with A and B, and 
η and m taken independent may introduce unwarranted degrees of freedom 
in fitt ing equivalent c i rcui t s to experimental admittance/impedance spec­
t r a . In many ins tances , the small-signal AC response of bovine tooth 
enamel membranes revealed η i m, t h u s r e n d e r i n g form (2.1) to polar 
coordinates impossible. This ambiguity is not met in CPA-model. 
2.1.2. The CPA-model. 
In t h e CPA-model the element -X- in the equivalent circuit of Figure 2 is 
replaced by a Constant-Phase-Angle element with an admittance which 
r e a d s in polar form : 
Υ* = Κ
α
 * ( ίω) α (0<σ<1) (2.3) 
This element has been employed in many s tudies for fitting response data 
on solid ionic conductors and semiconductors. Expanding (2.3) in c a r t e ­
sian coordinates, it follows that : 
Y* = K
o
 * ω
α
 * [ cos(aiT/2) + i*sin(air/2) ] (2.4) 
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Macdonald and Brachman (1956) have shown the real and imaginary p a r t s 
in (2.4) to be proper ly related by the K-K re lat ions . For a=0 form (2.3) 
r e p r e s e n t s a conductance, for a=l form (2.3) r e p r e s e n t s t h e admittance of 
a capacitance, and for a=0.5 it models classical Warburg diffusion. Other 
values for α a re commonly related to non-uniform diffusion processes 
('t Lam, Schoonman and Blasse, 1981). With r e g a r d to t h e 6-parameter 
model, the CPA-model fully accounts for exis t ing interre lat ions between A 
and B, and η and m. Hence, the equivalent c ircuit in Figure 2 with the 
CPA-element for -X- is reduced to a 4-parameter model. 
2.2. Methods used for the analysis of impedance spectra of enamel 
membranes. 
The following methods could be used to determine the parameter values of 
an electric analogue for an electrochemical system : 
2.2.1. The 'direct' method (complex non-linear least-squares analysis). 
In complex (where complex re fer s to the simultaneous f i t t ing of real and 
imaginary data to an equivalent circuit) non-l inear l e a s t - s q u a r e s analysis 
the model or equivalent circuit used to descr ibe the impedance (Z) or 
admittance (Y) spectrum of the system can be r e p r e s e n t e d (cF. Macdo-
nald, Schoonman and Lehnen, 1982) by the complex function : 
Λ Β , Χ ) = f j ^ u . x ) + i , ; 'f I m(w,x) (2.5) 
In (2.5) ω denotes the angular f requency (u)=2*ir*v) and χ is a vector of 
model p a r a m e t e r s . Complex Ζ (or Y) measurements of the form: 
Re. + i^Im. , done in a r a n g e of angular frequencies ω. (j=l to N ) , a re 
analysed by searching the value of χ which minimises the (weighted) sum 
of squared differences SSQ : 
SSQ=Î. {W j R e ' . 4Re j - f R e ( U j , x ) ] 2 + W j I m 'MIm j - f I m ( W j , x ) ] 2 } (2.6) 
Here W. e and W. m a re weights , associated with measurement j . 
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In a prev ious paper (Scholberg et a l . , 1984) this problem was solved 
us ing the IMSL rout ine ZXSSQ, a finite difference var iant (Brown and 
Dennis , 1972) of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Levenberg, 1944 
and Marquardt , 19G3), assuming the above mentioned weight factors to be 
u n i t y . Macdonald et al . (1982), using the same approach, propose as 
weights the reciprocal var iances of the measurements . 
The analysis of complex Ζ and Y data used by Tsai and Whitmore 
(1982) incorporates the suggest ions of Sheppard, Jordan and Grant (1970) 
and G r a n t (1973), who descr ibe an integral adaptat ion of the Marquardt 
algorithm itself to ' f itting' complex Ζ or Y data . In a forthcoming s t u d y 
the r e s u l t s obtained us ing this ' integral approach ' will be p r e s e n t e d . 
T h e ambiguity encountered in relat ing complexity and connectivity of 
the chosen model to t h e 'goodness-of-fit ' obtained when using it, cannot 
always be resolved, since t h e r e may be no physical (or statist ical) rat ion­
ales for us ing a more complex model, despite the fact that such a model 
may r e s u l t in a b e t t e r 'fit ' . There is no a pr ior i knowledge concerning 
t h e model to be used in anlys ing enamel membrane impedance spectra , so 
the experimental data in this s tudy were provisionally invest igated, using 
what may be re fe r red to as : 
2.2.2. The 'baclcward' method (semi-graphical resolution of 
multi-component impedance diagrams). 
When t h e r e is some a pr ior i knowledge concerning t h e n a t u r e and connec­
tivity of all but a few of the elements t h a t will add up to a physically 
sat is factory model-description for experimental data, the 'backward' meth­
od can be used to analyse the behaviour of the remaining elements (cF. 
Kleitz. and Kennedy (1979) and Tsai and Whitmore, 1982). Start ing from 
the genera l circuit that is given in Figure 2, the f requency-dependent 
behaviour of element -X- is investigated in detai l . In this procedure the 
following s t e p s can be dist inguished : 
1. Estimates for R and R, are calculated from the Cole-Cole plot 
о » 
(see Figure 1) by extrapolation to u=0 and ω=» respect ively . 
2. Then the estimated value of R is s u b s t r a c t e d from the measured 
Zr, -values . 
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3. Subsequent ly t h e resu l t ing ( Z R e " Z I m ^ P a i r s a r e converted in 
( Y R e - Y I m ) P a i r s · 
4. Finally 1/U is s u b s t r a t e d from the Y^ -values. 
о д,е 
In case the CPA-model is valid, and the correct values for R and R are 
о <» 
taken (see below), two parallel lines will resul t in a log(Y) v e r s u s log(u) 
plot (see Figure 3 ) . According to equation (2.4) the slopes of both lines 
will be a, whereas t h e resul t ing offsets for Υτ, and Yj will be respec­
tively : 
log[K
a
 * cos(aiT/2)] and log[K
a
 * sin(aiT/2)] (2.7) 
From these equat ions К can be calculated. 
Figure 3. Log(Y) v e r s u s 
log((i))-plot for the spectrum of 
Figure 1: solid dots indicate 
l o g ( Y j . ) - v a l u e s , open dots denote 
log ( Y , ) - v a l u e s , the lines indicate 
the r e s u l t s of linear regress ion 
analysis (since the Yj- -curve lies 
above the Υτ, -curve, it follows 
that α > 0 . 5 ) . 
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Errors in the estimates of R and R_ will only slightly influence the 
log(Y) v e r s u s logiio) curves when looking at t h e mid-range of measuring 
frequencies (3<log(ii))<5), where the CPA-element dominates the impedance 
behaviour. However, character i s t ic deviat ions will occur in the l 0 g(Yj i
e
) 
v e r s u s log(u) curve at low frequencies (log(w)<3) when the estimated R 
is in e r r o r (see Figure 4 ) . Given an incorrect estimation of R , depar­
t u r e s from ideal behaviour will ar ise in both curves (see Figure 5) at 
high frequencies ( log(u)>5). The c o r r e c t n e s s of the resul t ing values for 
R , R^, К and a can be checked by calculating from them the (Ζτ, -Z. ) 
pairs for the range of measuring frequencies u s e d , and by subsequent ly 
comparing them with the measured values ( this last s tep is of course an 
intrinsic p a r t of the ' f itting' p r o c e d u r e descr ibed in section 2 . 2 . 1 ) . 
— 1 2 
Log H 
Log(ùj) 
Figure 4. Influence of 
er roneous estimates of R on log 
(Yj}e) ve r sus log (ω) -plots : 
(A) R
o
 too large, (B) R
o
 correct , 
and (C) R
o
 too small. 
Figure S. Influence of e r r o r s in 
the estimated value of R on 
CO 
log(Y) v e r s u s log(u)-plots ( u p p e r 
t race YT—, lower t race Yp«) : 
(A) R^ too large, (B) R^ cor rec t , 
and (C) R^ too small. 
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2.3. Simultaneous measurement of transport- and electrochemical parameters 
To compare the electrochemical measurements with the resul t s obtained in 
diffusion exper iments , the following p r o c e d u r e was used (described in 
more detail by Borggreven et a l . , 1977 and Scholberg et a l . , 1982 
and 1984). Slices of bovine enamel ( th ickness 0.200 mm) were mounted as 
membranes between the two compartments of diffusion cells. Both compart­
ments were filled with 15 ml of an aqueous solution containing 2 mmol/l 
Hepes buffer of pH 7.4, 10 mrrariol/l RbCl, glycerol and sorbitol. Moreover 
40 pmol/l chlorhexidine-HCL (Hibitane ) was added to p r e v e n t bacterial 
growth. To one compartment [ Ή ] - s o r b i t o l , [ ' ' C ] - g l y c e r o l , 5 6 C1 and 
'
6 R b were added as r a d i o t r a c e r s , while equivalent amounts of non­
radioactive material were added to the o ther compartment to equalise the 
overall concentrat ion of the diffusing species on both sides of the mem­
b r a n e . T r a n s p o r t t h r o u g h the enamel was monitored by sampling the 
t r a c e r s in the non-labelled compartment. The liquid-scintillation counting 
of radio-isotopes and the calculation p r o c e d u r e s necessary to obtain the 
diffusion coefficients for Rb ( D p b ) and CI (Dpi) a r e described by 
Borggreven et al . (1977). From the resu l t ing diffusion-coefficients a 
membrane's value of A D ( the charge-corrected diffusion-coefficient) was 
calculated as follows : 
A D = ( 2 * D R b * DC1> / <DRb + DC1> ( 2 · 8 > 
Several times d u r i n g the sampling period (14 days) the impedance spectra 
of the membranes were recorded by placing calomel-electrodes (Radiometer 
K401) in e i ther compartment of the diffusion-cell and measuring Ζ„ and 
Ζ » (the real and imaginary p a r t of the membrane impedance) at discrete 
intervals in the f requency range 1 Hz to 1 MHz (Scholberg et a l . , 1984). 
To p r e v e n t contamination of the electrodes with radio-isotopes and cross-
contamination between parallel exper iments , the electrodes were equipped 
with disposable salt b r i d g e s , made from micro-pipette t ips (Eppendorf 
blue, 1000 jil) filled with agar KCl. From these spectra each membrane's 
value of R and ω (the angular f requency where ZT is maximal) were 
calculated. For t h e calculation of ω [= 1 0 log(u )] the following e x p r e s ­
sion was derived : 
w
max
 =
 -(1/a) * 1 0 l ° g ( W ( 2 · 9 ) 
Неге о is the power t h a t governs the frequency dependence of the CPA-
element and К is its premultiplier (cF. section 2 . 1 . 2 . ) . 
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3. RESULTS. 
3.1. The 6-parameter model. 
This model v a s tes ted by analyzing 64 enamel membranes (Scholberg et 
a l . , 1984 ) . In that s t u d y ν ( the log of the f requency were Zj is 
maximal) and log R were found to be good pred ic tor s for A,-., the 
charge-corrected ionic permeability of the enamel (see Figure 6 and 7 ) . 
To compare Figure 7 with the resu l t s p r e s e n t e d in section 3 .2 . , please 
note that ω , the parameter used in this s t u d y , equals 
*
т п
„
 +
 1 O B ( 2 * I I ) . 
6-
5-
4-
3 -
2 -
Loa^max) 
/ 
л/ 
I 
/ 
/ · 
• / 
V' 
r-
V1 
: / 
/. 
1 1 
1 2 
L O B ( A D ) 
Figure β. Suitability of log(R ) , 
calculated using the 6-parameter 
model, as a predic tor of enamel 
permeability: measuring points plus 
re su l t s of weighted l inear 
regress ion analysis . 
Figure 7. SuitabUity of 
l 0 g ( v
m a x
) > calculated us ing the 
6-parameter model, as a predic tor 
of enamel permeability: measuring 
points plus re su l t s of weighted 
l inear regres s ion analys is . 
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3.2. The CPA-model. 
In o r d e r to evaluate the CPA-model, 8 membranes were analyzed using 
this model descr ipt ion. Using t h e analysis of section 2 . 2 . 2 . , the correla­
tion coeffients for the logCY« ) v e r s u s log(ui) plots ranged from 0.997 to 
0.999. For the imaginary p a r t a range of 0.9990 to 0.9998 was obtained. 
Comparing the measured Z-values with the values generated from R , 
R
e
, К and α as obtained via section 2 . 2 . 2 . , generally speaking a good 
'fit' was found (see Figure 1) , whereas in individual cases a low-
frequency (log(ii)) < 3) deviation may be noticed (see Figure 8 ) . The 
suitability of log ( R I and (ω ), both calculated from this model, as 
β
 о max 
predictors for enamel permeability, can be read from Figure 9 and 
Figure 10. When performing linear regress ion analysis according to the 
model : 
Y' = m * Χ' • b , with: Y' = l o g ( R
o
) a n d : X' = l o g ( A D ) , 
Z | m (Kul 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 100 200 300 400 S00 600 2, 
Figure 8. Cole-Cole plot of tooth enamel impedance measurement with 
character i s t ic low-frequency deviations of t h e 'simple CPA-model: solid 
dots indicate the measuring points , open dots indicate the 'fit' obtained 
using section 2 . 2 . 2 . , numbers along the curve give log(u) . 
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the following values (with s tandard e r r o r s ) were found for 8 membranes 
(see Figure 9) : 
m = -0.96 ± 0.03 
b = 2.54 ± 0.02 
г = -0.996 
Doing the same calculations with: Y' 
resul t s were (see Figure 10) : 
u a n d : X' = logfAp.), the 
max
 Б
 η " 
*Ό> 
m = 1.46 ± 0.12 
b = 4.40 ± 0.06 
r = 0.98 
Log(K ) and α failed to show significant correlation with log(Aj,). 
Loa «"max· 
τ 
ο β 
12 
Log[AD l 
Figure 9. SuitabUity of l o g ( R
o
) , 
calculated using the CPA-model as 
a predictor of enamel permeability: 
measuring points plus r e s u l t s of 
l inear regress ion calculations. 
Figure 10. Suitability of ω_ 
max 
calculated us ing the CPA-model, as 
a predictor of enamel permeability: 
measuring points plus r e s u l t s of 
l inear regres s ion calculations. 
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4. DISCUSSION. 
The 6-parameter model offers a good descript ion of the impedance spectra 
of enamel, and the values of log(R ) and ω calculated using this model 
'
 0
 * о ' max " 
are fairly reliable predic tors for the ion-permeability of tooth enamel. 
However, a drawback of this approach, t h a t ar i ses par t ly because equa­
tions (1.1) and (1.2) do not obey the Kramers- Kronig relations (see 
however: Meirhaeghe et a l . , 1975) is , tha t it cannot be related to physi­
cal s t r u c t u r e s and mechanisms and/or chemical p r o c e s s e s . The analysis 
using CPA-elements has the advantage that the occurrence of such an 
element in an equivalent circuit may be associated with the presence of an 
inhomogeneous diffusion process . 
Although t h e influence of the model used on the calculated values of 
ω and R is expected to be small (which can be verified by comparing 
figs. 6 and 9 and figs. 7 and 10), the analysis us ing CPA-elements was 
tes ted as well. 
The validity of the CPA-model can be i n t e r p r e t e d as foDows in terms 
of the system u n d e r s tudy : Enamel membranes contain pores , whose 
diameter is known to have an inhomogeneous dis tr ibut ion the smallest 
pores (diameter < 3 nm) are r e p o r t e d to be d i s t r ibuted according to a 
bimodal-distribution (Moreno and Zahradnik, 1973). The electrochemical 
processes u n d e r s t u d y are i n t e r p r e t e d as relaxations of charge-carr ier s 
(namely t h e c u r r e n t - c o n d u c t i n g ions) within the physical limitations of the 
роге-walls (or the constr ict ions in the connections between pores, cF. 
Moreno and Zahradnik, 1973). The p r e s e n c e of a d is t r ibut ion in the pore 
diameters will lead to a distr ibution in the relaxation-times of the system, 
provided t h a t the microscopic ionic s t r e n g t h in the pores remains the 
same. There fore , instead of one RCP (Resistor Condensor Parallel 
b r a n c h ) with exactly one relaxation time t=R-:'-C, one RQP (Resistor 
Q-element paral le l-branch) with the concomitant normal distr ibution of 
relaxation times (vide : Tuoss and Kirkwood, 1941), Schwann, 1957 and 
Boettcher and Bordewijk, 1978) is found. In this case it can be derived 
that : 
τ = (R *K ) ( 1 / a ) (4.1) 
о
 v
 о er
 v
 ' 
where τ indicates the position of the maximum in the d is t r ibut ion. 
о
 r 
The correlation between A,-, and the electrochemical parameters can then 
be explained as follows : a membrane with a low permeability may be 
assumed to have long, thin (relative to t h e permeating species) pores . 
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R is inversely proport ional to the static ionic conductivi ty of such a 
membrane. Because t h e total t r a n s p o r t volume available for ionic conduc­
tion will be small for long, th in pores , R is expected to be large in this 
case. 
The relation between Αγ. and ω may be clarified as follows : In the 
AC-domain the relaxation-time of a long, thin pore is expected to be 
large . To elucidate this point, a pore, whose walls are lined with an ionic 
double layer, may be r e g a r d e d as a delay-line (see: de Levie, 1967), 
with a character i s t ic delay-time τ ,. Since t h e r e is a normally d is t r ibuted 
ensemble of such p o r e s , a dis tr ibut ion of relaxation times must be expect­
ed, with its maximum located at τ . So, for a membrane of low permeabili-
ty ι τ_ will be large, conversely ω [ = " l ° g ( O ] is expected to be 
О ГПЗ А о 
small. 
Revers ing the argument for membranes with high permeabilities, the cor­
relations between R , w_ and A^. are found. T h e non-significant cor-
o max υ
 0 
relation between A^. and both α and К may be explained by pointing out, 
that these parameters primarily influence the shape of the distr ibution 
function (o governs i ts width, К its he ig th, c F . Boet tcher and Bordew-
ijk, 1978) and only indirect ly (via τ ) the position of the maximum, the 
relevant parameters for prediction of permeability, as shown in the prev i­
ous argument . 
In case the relaxation times of the system are not normally d i s t r ibuted, 
more complicated equivalent circuits will be necessary : For a membrane 
with a non-gauss ian pore dis t r ibut ion (see Figure 11) an electric analogue 
as drawn in fig, 12 will be found. The parallel connection of Figure 12 
would on a physical level t rans la te in lateral membrane inhomogeneity, ie. 
confining regions of pores with different pore r a d i u s d i s t r ibut ions . When 
there is an apolar surface-film on the membrane (cF. Buck, 1968), with 
such proper t ies that the dis t r ibut ion of relaxation times of this film dif­
fers s t rongly from that of the membrane (ie. ω - ω .., > 1, 
Б J ч
 max,mem max,film ' 
see Figure 13 and Kleitz and Kennedy, 1979), an e x t r a RQP will a p p e a r 
in the equivalent c i rcui t , in series with the one that cor responds with the 
membrane (see Figure 14), the Cole-Cole plot t h a t would be measured in 
this situation is drawn in Figure 15. So, t h e low-frequency deviations 
found in Figure 8 may be due to the presence of laminer membrane inho-
mogeneities, which means t h a t inside the membrane t h e r e exis ts a ser ies-
connection of layers with differing s t r u c t u r e and permeabil ity. This phe­
nomenon was postulated earlier (van Dijk et a l . , 1979) in 
computer-simulations of t h e p r o g r e s s of ear ly subsur face enamel lesions 
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Log(τ) 
Figure 11. Example of a 
non-gaussian distribution of 
relaxation times τ. F denotes the 
density function. Note: the open 
and solid dots in this figure refer 
to simulated data and not to an 
actual measurement. 
Figure 12. Electric analogue 
that corresponds with the 
distribution of Figure 11 (Q 
denotes a CPA-element). 
К 
Rm 
Qi 
Q 2 
3~>-J 
Log (fmax.mem) Log('rmax,film) 
Figure 13. Bimodal 
distribution-function as expected 
in the presence of a surface-film 
(refer to note of Figure 11). 
Log(τ) 
>—I R» j -
-C^J-
-C^J-
-E*D-
Figure 14. Equivalent circuit that corresponds with the distribution of 
Figure 13: RM and Q M add up to the RQP-branch of the membrane, R F 
and Qp add up to the RQP-branch of the surface-film. 
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DO­
SO-
- lm(Kul 
/ θ 
/ 
5 _ 
1 
Figure 15. Simulated Cole-Cole plot that would point to the presence of 
a surface-film: the solid c u r v e with open dots indicates the overall 
impedance-spectrum, the left semicircle, denoted with the dotted line and 
open dots , re fe r s to t h e spectrum of the bulk-membrane 
(«, 
max,mem 
surface-film (ω 
4 . 8 ) , t h e r i g h t semicircle re fers to the spectrum of the 
max, film = 2 . 8 ) , numbers along the curve give log (ω). 
and confirmed by scanning the electrochemical conductivi ty of consecutive 
surface-enamel layers (Hoppenbrouwers et a l . , 1984). Conversely one 
may conclude, t h a t the sufficiency of one RQP-branch for a typical bulk 
enamel membrane points to a monomodal роге-radius d i s t r ibut ion, which 
c o n t r a s t s t h e r e s u l t s of Moreno and Zahradnik, 1973), who found a bimo-
dal d i s t r ibut ion. This d i screpancy may par t ly be resolved, by a rgu ing 
t h a t p a r t of the f i n e - s t r u c t u r e revealed by the water-sorpt ion/desorpt ion 
s tudies (namely for hydraul ic radii smaller than 0.5 to 1.0 nm) will be 
virtual ly inaccessible to the permeating species used in the p r e s e n t 
work. F u r t h e r m o r e , as Dibdin and Poole (1982) point out, e r r o r s up to 
45° may be p r e s e n t in the r e s u l t s of Moreno and Zahradnik (1973), due to 
t h e assumptions made in calculating the d i s t r ibut ion. 
Rectification. 
In Chapter III and IV the Index 'max' in ν and ω denotes the ίοσ-
max max " 
arithm of v
o
 ( r e s p . ω ) , the (angular) frequency at the top of the arc 
in a Cole-Cole plot. 
instead of ν _ . 
In Chapter II the notation log(v ) has been used 
max 
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C H A P T E R V 
ON THE SUITABILITY OF COMPLEX IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS 
FOR MONITORING CHEMICALLY INDUCED CHANGES 
IN THE PERMEABILITY OF BOVINE ENAMEL MEMBRANES 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The chemical permeability of tooth enamel is a crucial factor for the prog­
ress of the caries process, since the rate of subsurface-demineralization 
was shown in a computer-simulation by van Dijk et al. (1979) to be 
approximately proportional to the square root of the permeability of 
bovine enamel. To reduce the rate of progress of this process, Borggre-
ven and Driessens (1983) proposed a chemical treatment, with phyfate, 
(also caUed inositol hexaphosphate: cyclohexane hexol whose six hydroxy-
groups are esterized with phosphates : of these six phosphate groups 
three are deprotonated at physiological pH), that presumably causes the 
enamel to become negatively charged. Subsequently the phytate-primed 
enamel is treated with n-hexadecyl-amfne, which combines with the neg­
ative charge and ensures the intended reduction of permeability by block­
ing the enamel pores with a hydrophobic surface-layer. This P-Α treat­
ment (as it will be henceforth called) was shown by Borggreven and 
Driessens (1983) to reduce permeability of bovine enamel membranes and 
may therefore be expected to retard the progress of the caries process. 
In previous work (Scholberg et al., 1982 and 1984, see Chapter II and 
III) complex impedance measurements of bovine enamel membranes were 
presented as a fast method for estimating the chemical permeability of 
such membranes. In Chapter IV a 4-parameter model was used to calcu­
late log(R ), the width of the arc in a Cole-Cole plot of the complex 
impedance-spectra, and ω , defined as the logarithm of ω , the angular 
measuring frequency at the top of this arc. These parameters were dem­
onstrated to be adequate predictors for the permeability of untreated 
enamel membranes. The experiments presented in this study serve a 
double purpose, namely to monitor the changes in permeability occurring 
by a P-Α treatment with diffusion-measurements using radiotracers as 
proposed by Borggreven and Driessens (1983) and to check, whether 
these changes are paralleled by changes in the simultaneously measured 
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electrochemical parameters It will be shown that - with certain 
res t r ic t ions - logfR ) and ω may also be used to predict the 
o ' max " 
permeabi l i ty-reducing effect of P-Α and analoguous chemical t reatments 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
An experiment spans four consecutive per iods , each of at least two 
weeks, the time needed for obtaining a consistent diffusion-coefficient for 
an enamel membrane (see below) The two-week per iods d u r i n g which 
diffusion-measurements and electrochemical experiments were done simulta­
neously a re des ignated with I to IV 
period I character izat ion of untreated enamel membranes by doing 
simultaneous diffusion and electrochemical experiments 
period II after overnight phytate t reatment the simultaneous measure­
ments were s t a r t e d when the electrochemical parameters of the 
membranes appeared to be constant 
period III the simultaneous measurements s t a r t e d the day after over­
night amine t reatment The resu l t s obtained in this period 
give an impression of the immediate effect of the P-Α t r e a t ­
ment 
period IV the t ransi t ion between period III and IV was establ ished by 
re f reshing the buffer in the sampling compartments of the 
diffusion-cells and s ta r t ing a new cycle of diffusion measure­
ments The r e s u l t s obtained in this period give an impression 
of t h e persistance of the P-Α treatment 
A diffusion measurement was done (cf Borggreven et al , 1977) by sam­
pling the non-labeled compartment of a diffusion-cell each day d u r i n g a 
two-week measur ing-per iod A diffusion-coefficient was calculated from 
the slope of the respect ive diffusion-plot (see Borggreven et al , 1977) 
consist ing of the individual measurements of a two-week measuring-period 
This way the diffusion-coefficient of Rb + ( D
e
 j } b + ) , Ci" ( D e c l - ) , sorbitol 
( D
e ) S o r ) and glycerol ( D e > g l y ) were obtained 
The charge-correc ted ionic diffusion-coefficient, AT-, was calculated as 
A D -- < 2 " D
e ) I l b
+
 *
 D
e , C r ) / < D e,Rb + + D e , C r > W 
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The diffusion-measurements resulted in one value for D , D , , 
e.sor ' e.gly' D •Dh+> D- ci" anc* ^D ^ o r o a c ' 1 period. 
The electrochemical data were analyzed according to the 4-parameter 
model (see: Chapter IV). The following two parameters were used as pre-
dictors for logiAj-.) : 
» log(R ), R being the width of the semiarc in the Cole-Cole plot of the 
impedance-spectra and 
îfined as the logarithm 
at the top of this arc. 
* ω , de i   e lo arit  of ω , the angular measuring frequency 
Adaptations of the analysis presented in Chapter IV, necessary to cope 
with tho occurrence of deviations from the (ideal) behaviour as found for 
untreated enamel, are discussed in Appendix I. 
Since several electrochemical experiments were done within one period, 
the intrapolated value (plus standard error) of log(R ) and w at the 
mid-point of the respective period was calculated using regression analy­
sis. The suitability of these log(R ) and ω values as predictors for 
logÇAj,) was checked as follows: Log(R ) versus log(AjO (Figure 5) and 
ω versus logfAp.) (Figure 6) data for period I were analyzed with 
weighted linear regression-analysis. As weights the reciprocal value of 
the variance in each measurement was used. In order to be good moni­
tors for permeability-changes occurring by a chemical treatment, the 
locus of the electrochemical-diffusion data-pairs for periods II to IV 
should virtually coincide with the regression-line found for period I. 
3. RESULTS. 
3.1. Presentation of longitudinal studies. 
The results of the diffusion-measurements done in the four measuring-
periods are presented in Figure 1 and 2 (A to H refer to the individual 
experiments) : 
*/ to IV denote the two-week intervals used 
for sampling the radio-tracers, 
*P denotes the occurrence of the overnight phytate treatment, 
•A the incidence of the overnight amine treatment. 
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The solid lines in Figure 1 give the experimental diffusion-coefficient for 
Rb (D
e
 R b
 +
 ), the dashed lines indicate the experimental diffusion-
coefficient for CI (D
e C 1 - ) , the dotted lines denote the charge-corrected 
diffusion-coefficient A 
О' 
The standard deviations in the measurements 
were usually neglegible and therefore only indicated (with standing bars) 
The solid lines in Figure 2 represent D , , the 
experimental diffusion-coefficient for glycerol, the dashed lines denote 
when significant. 
 
D_ , the experimental diffusion-coefficient for sorbitol. 
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Figure 1. Survey of the diffusion-experiments (A to Η refer to 
individual experiments) through the four measuring periods I to IV (two 
weeks each) : measurements on Rb and CI . Ρ and A denote the 
incidence of the phytate- and amine-treatment respectively. Shown are 
D
e Rb+ ( s o l i d unes). D
e
 ç j - (dashed lines) and AD (dotted lines). All 
diffusion-coefficients are expressed in 1*10 12 [m2/s] . Standing lines 
denote standard errors in the measurements (only drawn when significant). 
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Figure 2. Survey of the diffusion-experiments (A to H refer to 
individual experiments) through the four measuring periods I to IV (two 
weeks each) measurements on glycerol and sorbitol Shown are D , 
e.gly 
(solid lines) and D
e s o r
 (dashed lines) All diffusion-coefficients are 
expressed in 1 10 [mVs] 
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In Figure 3 the log(R
o
)-values measured in the course of the four 
measuring-periods are presented as a function of elapsed time (days). In 
Figure 4 a survey of the fc>
max
-values, measured through period I to IV 
are shown (the dots refer to sequential measurements on the individual 
membranes, A to H). 
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Figure 3. Survey of the measured values for log(R ) through period I 
to IV. Shown are the log(R
o
) values (R
o
 in kß) versus elapsed time 
(days). Braces denote the intervals wherein diffusion- and 
electrochemical-experiments were done simultaneously. Standing bars 
denote standard-errors in the measurements (only drawn when significant) 
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In the following sections the resu l t s of diffusion-measurements and elec­
trochemical exper iments will be mutually compared : 
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3.1.1. Results for period I. 
Looking at the resu l t s for u n t r e a t e d enamel, it is seen t h a t : 
* for most membranes D -p, + is h igher than D ™-, indicating that Q , 
the surface-charge of the membrane, is negat ive . 
* the varying value of the quotient D · η , + / D ™- indicates a 
considerable range of sur face-charges to be p r e s e n t in the enamel sam­
ples measured. 
* D , in Figure 2 is always larger than D , because of t h e smaller 
(hydrated) radius of the glycerol molecule. In Chapter VI we show, 
how R , the pore-radius of the (postulated) enamel pores can be calcu­
lated from the ratio D , /D These f indings are in accordance 
e .g ly e . s o r β 
with the resu l t s of Borggreven et al. (1977). 
* for all membranes a decrease of log(R ) and a (smaller) increase of 
ω is found in this per iod. 
max
 r 
Judging from the decrease of log(R ) , a parameter t h a t exhibits a 1-1 
(Inverse) correlation with logiAp.) (sec Chapter IV, t h e r e is an average 
increase in the permeability of approximately 30%. This is paralleled by 
the finding of Borggreven et al . (1977), who measured enamel permeabili­
ty for several consecutive two-week measur ing-per iods on u n t r e a t e d enam­
el samples and found an increase in the diffusion-coefficients of approxi­
mately 15% between two per iods . The drift observed in our s tudy could 
be larger , because t h e membranes used by Borggreven et al (1977) had 
been left in the HEPES-buffer several weeks before the onset of the 
diffusion-measurements, whereas the experiments p r e s e n t e d in this s t u d y , 
were s t a r t e d only a few days after the prepara t ion of the membranes. 
This drift may ar i se, because the HEPES-buffer used is slightly under 
sa tura ted with respect to the enamel-mineral. In the procedure of its 
preparat ion powdered enamel was left in contact with the buffer for a 
prolongued period of time. A fraction of the powdered enamel dissolves 
quickly (cf. Driessens, 1982), but the r e s t only slowly t h u s r e n d e r i n g 
saturat ion of the buffer h a r d to a s ses s . J u d g e d from the steric model-
studies presented in Chapter VI, an increase of the rad ius of the postu­
lated t r a n s p o r t - p a t h w a y s by dissolution needs only to be small to account 
for the observed effects. No efforts were u n d e r t a k e n to sa tura te t h e 
buffer otherwise, to p r e v e n t the r isk of (s l ight) over-saturat ion, which 
might lead to re-precipitation of mineral in the enamel pores , t h u s 
masking t h e resul t s of the permeabi l i ty-reducing t reatments studied in 
this work. 
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3.1.2. Results for period II. 
Analyzing t h e resu l t s after p h y t a t e - t r e a t m e n t , it is seen t h a t : 
* D
 C j - decreases (much) more than D -ou.*, indicating that the neg­
ative sur face-charge has increased by t h e p h y t a t e - t r e a t m e n t . 
* the charge-corrected permeability Ay. decreases as well, so the 
p h y t a t e - t r e a t m e n t causes enamel permeability to decrease . 
* the decrease of both D . and D going from period I to period II 
confirms this f inding. 
* t h e r e is some variability in t h e influence of the phytate- t reatment on 
the individual membranes. 
* immediately after the t reatment a s h a r p decrease occurs in log(R ) 
(with a concomitant increase in ω ) . This can be explained by assum-
max * 
ing t h a t - immediately after p h y t a t e - t r e a t m e n t - the surface charge, 
Q , and the ionic s t r e n g t h in the enamel pores will still be very high, 
causing the роге-conductivi ty to remain very high for a while (see 
Chapter VI) . 
* after approximately one week the electrochemical parameters are back to 
thei r value in period I. The marked d i screpancy between the resul t s of 
the diffusion-measurements and electrochemical exper iments , is dealt 
with in the discussion. 
* the drift seen in period I is nearly a b s e n t after attainment of equilibri­
um in period I I . T h e r e may be a relation between this finding and the 
observation ( J e n k i n s , 1978), that d iphosphonates p r e v e n t dissolution of 
phosphate from enamel mineral by a d h e r i n g to the surface of the enamel 
crys ta l l i tes . 
3.1.3. Results for period III. 
looking at the resu l t s after amine-treatment it is seen that : 
* t h e r e is a f u r t h e r reduct ion of Αρ., p r o v i n g the permeabil i ty-reducing 
effect of the P-A treatment as proposed by Borggreven and Driessens 
(1983). 
* the divergence of D „ , + and D
 c
, - caused by the increase of the 
negative surface-charge in period II , is decreased again. 
* an almost immediate increase of log(R ) (and decrease of u
m a x
) to a 
stable end-level is observed. 
3.1.4. Results for period IV. 
The pers i s tance of the permeability r e d u c i n g effect of the P-A treatment 
is confirmed both in the diffusion- and in the electrochemical-experiments. 
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3.2. Correlation of diffusion- and electrochemical experiments. 
The correlation between electrochemical parameters and logfAjO for 
untreated enamel was inspected with weighted linear regress ion-analys i s , 
using the model Y = m * X + b 
In case of the regress ion between log(R. ) and logfAxO (see Figure 5) , 
the following resu l t s (plus s t a n d a r d - e r r o r s ) were calculated (indicated 
with a dashed line in Figure 5) : 
m = -0 97 (0 04) 
b = 2 41 (0 02) 
г = -0 995 
LogU0) 
Figure 5 . Correlation of l o g ( R
o
) with log(A D ) for period I to IV 
( le t ters A to H in the r i g h t margin refer to the individual experiments) 
The data of period I to IV are indicated with a s t e r i s k s ( " ) , solid 
dots ( · ) , solid tr iangles (Δ) and open dots (o) respect ively (period IV 
data were only drawn when significantly different from period III d a t a ) . 
The dashed line resu l t s from (weighted) linear regress ion-analys i s of the 
data-pai r s , measured m period I The ascending ' d i s k - b a r s ' indicate the 
magnitude of the Q -compensation, implied in equation (12) 
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For the regress ion between ω and log(AT-)) (see Figure 6) , the follow-
"D^ 
ing resu l t s were obtained 
m = 
b = 
г = 
1 23(0 04) 
4 55 (0 02) 
0 997 
The slight differences with the resu l t s found in the previous Chapter can 
be a t t r i b u t e d to the use of a more accurate analysis and the use of 
weight-factors 
g(An) 
Figure 6. Correlation of with logiAjO for period I to IV ( let ters 
A to H in the r ight margin refer to the individual experiments) The 
data of period I to IV are indicated with a s t e r i s k s ( * ) , solid dots ( · ) , 
solid tr iangles (Δ) and open dots (o) respect ively (period IV data were 
only drawn when significantly different from period III data) The 
dashed line r e s u l t s from (weighted) l inear regress ion-analys is of the 
d a t a - p a i r s , measured in period I The descending 'd i sk-bars ' indicate 
the magnitude of the Q -compensation, implied in equation (12) 
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Log(R ) and u are reliable predictors for changes in permeability 
due to a chemical t reatment when the locus of the electrochemical/diffusion 
data-pairs obtained for treated enamel coincides with the respect ive 
regression-line found for u n t r e a t e d enamel. Analyzing Figure 5 in this 
respect , the log(R )-log(Aj-.) data-pairs after phyta te- t rea tment are shift­
ed down from the regress ion-l ine found in period I, or -s tated otherwise-
the l o g ( R ) - v a l u e s after phyta te- t reatment a re relatively low (conversely 
the measured conductivit ies a re too high). This situation pers i s t s more 
or less t h r o u g h period III (ie. immediately after amine-treatment) and 
tends to be ' r e s t o r e d ' in period IV. Inspect ing the " „ . α ν ' ^ ε ί Α τ Ο data-
pairs of Figure 6 for the consecutive measur ing-per iods , it is seen that 
-although t h e r e is some variability in the predict ion-accuracy immediately 
after the phyta te- t rea tment- the data-pairs on the average correspond 
with the regress ion-l ine obtained in period I. The n a t u r e and origin of 
the discrepancy between log(R ) and и
тях
 i n predict ing chemically 
induced changes In enamel-permeability is dealt with in the discussion. 
4. DISCUSSION. 
4.1. Analysis of results of phytate-amine treatment. 
4.1.1. Discussion of diffusion-data for the ions. 
Figure 1 gives D -ou*, D-
 C i - and A D for the consecutive per iods . To 
i n t e r p r e t these data the following approximate express ion (Dries-
sens , 1982, Robinson and Stokes, 1959 and Teorel l , 1955) was used: 
D
e
 = D
w *
 ( r D ) Z * ( Р о г / 2 ) * s t e r ( x ) (2) 
D
e
: effective (observed) diffusion-coefficient. 
D : diffusion-coefficient found for unconstra ined t r a n s p o r t . 
rj-.: Donnan rat io: 
•r D = > ' [ l* (Q m /2*C) 2 ] - (Q m /2*C) (2a) 
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Q : membrane-charge expressed in meq/1 роге-volume, the concentra­
tion of 'fixed ionic c h a r g e s ' (cF. Teorel l , 1955). 
C: electrolyte concentration,. 
z: sign of t h e charge of the considered ionic species ( +1 for Rb and 
-1 for CI) . 
рог: membrane porosity defined as the effective t ransport-volume divided 
by the total membrane volume, (as pointed out in Chapter VI, the 
void-volume may be much l a r g e r than the effective transport-
volume) . 
Θ: the tor tuos i ty- factor , defined as the rat io of the in tegra ted 
diffusional pathways and t h e membrane-thickness (cF. Riete-
ma, 1976). 
s t e r : the combined s ter ic factor (see Figure 1 of Chapter VI) : 
• ster(X) = entry(X) * geom(X) (2b) 
• λ: the (dimensionless) quotient of: 
a: the ( h y d r a t e d ) rad ius of the considered ionic species . 
R : t h e estimated p o r e - r a d i u s . 
• e n t r y : a factor governing the entrance-probabi l i ty 
of the considered ionic species . 
•geom: a factor re lat ing t r a n s p o r t - p a r a m e t e r s to pore-geometry . 
Applying equat ion (2) to Rb and CI diffusion, it follows t h a t : 
(De,Rb+ / D e,cr> = (rD>2 (3> 
(D 1,,+ = D ™- and the o ther terms in (2) also are about e q u a l ) . 
w,iib w,Cl ^ ' 
This way t h e effect of the p h y t a t e t reatment on the Donnan-rat io, r^. and 
hence on the membrane-charge, Q can be estimated (see table I ) . As 
expected, the p h y t a t e t reatment causes a significant increase of the neg­
ative membrane c h a r g e . 
4.1.2. Discussion of diffusion-data for glycerol and sorbitol. 
Figure 2 gives D , and D for t h e consecutive per iods . An esti-
" e, gly e, sor r 
mate for t h e p o r e - r a d i u s , R , can be calculated from t h e rat io 
D , /D , us ing the p r o c e d u r e of Chapter VI, section 2 . 2 . 2 . . The 
e i S l y e , s o r о i- i-
values obtained this way from diffusion-data for period I and II are 
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shown in Table I. As could be expected, the absorbt ion of phytate caus­
es a considerable narrowing of the p o r e s . Membranes F and H are excep­
t ions : a l though the membrane-charge changes , which points to the pene­
trat ion of p h y t a t e , the роге-radi i have even grown a little wider. T h e r e 
is no good explanation for these two exceptional r e s u l t s . 
TABLE I 
P e r i o d I P e r i o d I I 
sample 0
= г г
 Q R D <Э R 
r
 sq m ρ sq m ρ 
A i . o i - о . з 3i 1.16 - з . о ie 
В 1.00 +0.2 28 1.39 -G.8 14 
С 0.97 +1.5 24 1.54 -9.1 16 
D 1.03 -1.2 20 1.82 -12.7 7 
E 1.11 -2.2 52 1.96 -14.6 12 
F 1.18 -3.3 30 1.32 -5.7 34 
G 1.03 -0.6 64 1.32 -14.3 32 
H 1.29 -5.3 54 1.93 -9.9 60 
Legend to Table I. Calculated membrane-parameters for period 1 and I I : 
* ^ s a S ^ v e s ^(D Rb + / / ^e Cl~^' w ^ ' c ' 1 ^ s a n approximated value of r ^ . 
* Q
m
 gives the sur face-charge of the membrane in [meq/1 pore-volume], 
calculated from (2a) with rT-.=D 
v
 ' U sq 
''•' R gives an approximate value of the average r a d i u s of the postulated 
membrane-pore s (see Chapter VI, section 2 . 2 . 2 . ) . 
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Figure 7 correlates the phytate-induced changes both in logCAj-j) and 
logfD ) (where D denotes the diffusion-coefficient of the 
ь ч
 e,sor'
 v
 e,sor 
uncharged sorbitol molecule, whose hydrated radius, a , is 7.00 A 
according to Driessens, 1982) with those occurring in log(D , ) (D , 
referring to the D of the glycerol molecule (a ι = 6.35 A, Dries-
sens, 1982) Evaluating the effect of phytate shown in Figure 7, it is 
seen: 
1. on the average both D , and D decrease in the same rate 
& e
,gly e,sor 
as the charge-corrected diffusion-coefficient for RbCl which indi­
cates that the charge-correction aimed at by using Aj-., works out 
nicely. 
2. the decrease in case of the (larger) sorbitol is in some cases (e.g. 
experiment D) somewhat larger than the corresponding decrease of 
glycerol. In these cases (see Table I ) , the remaining diameters of 
the 'primed' pores start approaching the value of the hydrated radii 
of the solute-molecules (i.e. λ -* 1). This means, that small differ­
ences in these radii (7.00 versus G.35 A for sorbitol and glycerol) 
will result in a large value for the ratio of their ster( λ)-values (see 
Figure 2 of Chapter VI). 
The results shown in Figure 7 may be interpreted using equation (2) 
with (ГуО equal to unity for uncharged species: 
^ e ^ e . s o r ) = 1ο^Όν,,5ον) + 1 ο ε ( Ρ Ο Γ / 8 2 ) + l o g ( s t e r
s o r
( \ ) ) (4) 
combining (4) with the analoguous expression for log(D „ i
v
) a n d using 
the D -values proposed by Driessens (1982): 
l o
^
D
e , s o r > = l o g( D
e
,gly> • 0 · 1 8 3 + 1οε< s t e r S o r /
 s t e r g ly> ( 5> 
Inspecting the correlation of log(D ) with log(D . ) for the data of 
e, sor e,giy 
period I in Figure 7, a straight line (r = 0.999) of slope 1.01 ± 0.02 and 
offset -0.158 ± 0.007 was found (indicated with a dotted line in Figure 7) 
which means: 
1. that the presented model is correct and 
2. that the ratio (ster /ster • ) in equation (5) is =1. 
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В D F G 
+ 5 1-10 
L c 9 ( D e gly) 
Figure 7. Survey of the diffusion-experiments in period I (single 
circlets) and period II (double circlets). A to H in the upper margin 
refer to the individual experiments. The upper trace gives the 
correlation between logfAp.) and log(D , ), the effective 
diffusion-coefficient for glycerol; the dashed line denotes the results of 
linear-regression analysis. The central line indicates (hypothetical) 1-1 
correlation. The lower trace gives the correlation between log(D ), 
the effective diffusion-coefficient for sorbitol, and log(D , ) ; the dotted 
line denotes the results of linear-regression analysis. 
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Analyzing the log(AyO -data for period I with l inear regress ion-analys i s 
( the dashed line in Figure 7) a s t ra ig th line (r=0.996) of slope 0.97 ± 
0.03 was found. The displacement (0.39 ± 0.01) of th is line from t h e solid 
line that denotes 1-1 correlation in Figure 7, is again near ly identical to 
the difference in permeability between the 'RbCl-unit ' (cf. Dries-
sens , 1982) and the glycerol molecule. This means, t h a t the rat io 
s te r / s t e r , is also about one. 
sor gly 
4.2. Reliability of permeability predictions from electrochemical parameters. 
When the original electrochemical data found for period II (solid dots in 
Figure 5 and 6) a re compared with those found for period I (open dots 
and dashed regres s ion- l ine) , it can be seen that the p h y t a t e - i n d u c e d 
changes in ω basically correspond with the changes found for 
log(Aj-.), whereas the log(R )-data a r e relatively low. T h e following sec­
tion serves to show, t h a t the discrepancy between log(R ) and log(AjO 
In predict ing p h y t a t e induced changes , par t ly ar i ses because these 
parameters depend in unequal fashion upon (Q ) . 
By analogy with equation (2) it can be d e r i v e d ' " (see Appendix I of 
Chapter VI) that G , the total conductance of a charged membrane con­
taining N_ pores of rad ius R , will b e : 
Ρ Ρ 
С
о =
 Np * ^+*ГП + μ % Γ ϋ } * C * ' " V * s t e r ( X ± ) / ( d * θ> (6) 
Ster(X ) and ster(X ) a re about equal for λ < 0 . 5 ; s ter(X") denotes the i r 
average value. 
^
1
' the conductance of an electrolyte 'disk ' , G , , is given by : 
G d = A * C * A / d 
A: equivalent conductance [in2/iî*eq.] at the prevai l ing electrolyte-
concentration and tempera ture . A is equal to the sum of the individ-
ual equivalent ionic conductances y., so, for a 1-1 e lectrolyte : 
Λ = μ + μ , with : 
μ+ = 4.7*10~э [mol/m3] for Rb + at 278 0 K and 0.01 mol/1. 
y" = 4.5*10" 3 [mol/m3] for C f at 278 0 K and 0.01 mol/1. 
C: e lectrolyte-concentrat ion: 10.0 [mol/m3] 
A: area of conducting medium: 7.07*10 ' [m 2] 
d: th ickness of conduct ing medium : 2.0*10"* [m] 
So, the conductance of an RbCl-disk with the same dimensions as the 
membranes of th is s t u d y is 3.25*10" 3 [ S ] , hence its re s i s tance is 307 [Ω] . 
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Since N ^TiR 2 equals А*(рог/ 2 ) (see Chapter VI, Appendix I ) , 
por being the membrane-porosity as defined before, it follows: 
С
о
* = (рог/ 2 ) * [CA/d] * steríX*) * {v+*rD * y~*rD} (7) 
A corresponding equation for A^. is derived us ing Einstein 's relation: 
D w > j = (UjRT) / ( | z | ^ F a J ) ( ) 
with D . the uncons t ra ined diffusion-coefficient observed for ionic spec-
ies j , with charge ζ and equivalent ionic conductivi ty y.. 
Combining (1) , (2) and ( 8 ) , the searched equation r e s u l t s : 
A D = (рог/ 2 ) * [ 2 R T / F a 2 ] * s ter tX 1 ) / { l / ( u + * r D ) + l / ( v " * r D ) } (9) 
Equation (9) may be r e g a r d e d as an extension of the N ernst-Hartley rela­
tion to include effects of membrane-charge and m e m b r a n e - s t r u c t u r e . 
Since R equals 1/G , the relation between log(R ) and l o g ( A
n
) fol­
lows by combining (7) and (9) (in this operation the рог- and 
s t e r (λ - )-coeff icients cancel o u t ) : 
l o g ( R 0 ) = - l o g ( A D ) + l o g [ 2 R T d / C A F a 2 ] + l o g ( p + v " ) - 2 4 o g { v + ^ r D + p " i r D ) (10) 
To check, whether the relation between log(R ) and logÇA^) as given by 
(10) cor responds with the measurements, log(R ) -va lues (plus the respec-
tive ry , -values , see Table I) of period I were converted in (predicted) 
l og (A D ) -va lues us ing equation (10). (note: R is expressed in кй, Ar-, in 
10 1 2 [m 2 /s] ) . Analyzing the correlation between predicted and meas­
u r e d data-pai r s with l inear regress ion-analys i s , a s t ra ight line (r=0.999) 
of slope 1.00 ± 0.03 and offset 0.05 ± 0.04 was found, proving the cor­
r e c t n e s s of the assumptions used in deriving equation (10). The fact, 
that the predicted Ap.-values were (on the average) 12% too high, may be 
a t t r i b u t e d to an incorrect estimate of the cel l-parameters A and d. 
Now the c h a r g e - d e p e n d e n t last term: 2,:;log{p ^Γ -^,+μ ^г^} from equa­
tion (10) can be calculated for Period I and I I . The difference between 
these values is indicated with the ascending ' d i s k - b a r s ' in Figure 5. It 
is s e e n , t h a t - despi te the very approximate n a t u r e of the model involved 
in th i s correction - t h e discrepancy between period I and II is r e d u c e d . 
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In o r d e r to explain the failure of the proposed model to correct the influ­
ence of charge-effects completely, the following points may be advanced : 
r D " 
for a membrane containing a d i sperse matrix of 'fixed ionic charges ' 
which may be an over-simplification in the case of enamel-membranes 
with thei r known р о г е - s t r u c t u r e (cF. Moreno and Zahradnik, 1973 and 
Dibdin and Poole, 1982). 
The p h y t a t e - t r e a t m e n t may promote (Dr ies sens , unpubl i shed resul t s ) 
'a l ternat ive conduction pathways ' (eg . p ro ton-tunne l ing or simply a 
remnant increase of the ionic s t r e n g t h within the enamel-pores) , which 
are not ' seen' by t h e diffusion-measurements due to the i r more selective 
c h a r a c t e r . 
Applying an analoguous correction p r o c e d u r e (the descending ' d i s k - b a r s ' 
in Figure 6 ) , based on the theoretical relation between ω and R (see 
" max о 
Appendix I I ) , the congruence between period I and II is f u r t h e r 
improved. Appendix II p r e s e n t s a tentat ive in terpre ta t ion for the 
phyta te- induced changes in ω . 
4.3. Conclusions. 
* P h y t a t e - p r c t r e a t m e n t of enamel membranes r e s u l t s in an increase of the 
negative p o r e - c h a r g e and a decrease of t h e average pore-diameter . 
* Concerning t h e necess i ty of a combined P-Α t reatment it may be 
advanced, t h a t the side-effect of the p h y t a t e - t r e a t m e n t (ie. to partially 
block t h e enamel pores ) in some cases is a l ready so effective in r e d u c ­
ing the permeability of the enamel that the e n s u i n g amine-treatment 
adds little e x t r a effect. 
* Both log(R ) and ω are suitable parameter s for monitoring chemically 
induced changes in enamel permeabil i ty. The choice between log(R ) or 
ω is dictated by the prevailing experimental condit ions: within one 
period (ie. keeping t h e membrane change Q cons tant) log(R ) will 
yield t h e most reliable prediction of logiA^.). However, between per i­
ods (when Q does change) ω will о 
m max 
concomitant logiAp.) changes more a c c u r a t e l y . 
"„,α,,
 W UI o n the average predict the 
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APPENDIX I TO CHAPTER V 
DESCRIPTION OF COMPLEX NON-LINEAR 
LEAST-SQUARES FITTING-PROCEDURE 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter IV the electrochemical measurements were analyzed by means 
of semi-graphical resolution of multi-component impedance-diagrams. That 
way it was established, that a 4-parameter model, consisting (see Figure 
1) of a resistor (viz R ) - CPA (or Q) element (characterized by К and 
a) parallel branch, in series with a resistor, R^, representing the 
solution-, electrode- and residual membrane-impedance, could be used to 
describe the frequency-dependence of the impedance-data. This result 
eliminates the main drawback of a 'fitting-procedure' as mentioned in 
Chapter IV, namely the ambiguity met in relating complexity and connec­
tivity of the 'fitting-model' to the goodness-of-fit obtained when using 
that model. 
The advantages of this approach are: 
1. the parameters of the 4-parameter model are fitted simultaneously 
rather than sequentially, guaranteeing an optimal set. 
2. calculation of standard-errors can be an implicit part of the fitting-
procedure . 
3. a better reproducibility in dealing with anomalies, occuring in the 
impedance spectra, like (incidental, 'low-frequency extensions', 
both intrinsic (i.e. already present in period I, as shown in Chap­
ter IV) and induced by the P-Α treatment. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM. 
In the electrochemicp.l experiments complex impedance data of form: 
Z
*Dat(uJ> = Z R e . D a t ^ j ï + Z I m I D a t ( w J ) ( 1 ) 
are measured in a range of angular measuring frequencies Uj (J = 1 to 
N) ; subsequently these data are converted into admit tances: 
Y
*Dat<MJ> = Y R e . D a t ^ j ) + Y Im,Dat<"j ) ( 2 ) 
In a f i t t ing-procedure these data are formally descr ibed by : 
Y
*Fit<BJ :*> = Y R e , F i t ( w J : î ) + Y I m , F l t ( - J : î ) ( 3 ) 
with χ a vector of model-parameters . 
In case the 4-parameter model offers a valid descript ion of the admittance 
spectra, it follows (cf. Chapter IV): 
Y R e ( F i t
 = A D + K
o *
 c o s ( e * ' n / 2 ) * ω α ( 4 ) 
Y I
m
, F i t = K a * »1η(
β
*π/2) * ω" (5) 
where AD = 1/R and χ for this model is the vector : 
о 
X = [ AD : Κ
α
 : о : R_ ] (G) 
Now the difference between Υ х-, . and Y p.. is minimized for all Uj by 
adjusting x, the vector of model parameter s . 
The difference mentioned above is expressed in a vector of squared res i­
duals , F ( J ) : 
F(J) = W T R e ( J ) .:• [ Y ^ ^ e - j ) - Y R e ( F i t ( U j : i ) r + 
• WT I m (J ) * [ Y ^ d ^ j ) - Υ ι , η , ρ η ί ^ ^ ) ! » (7) 
where WTj, (J) and WT, (J) are weight-factors . 
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Now the value of χ is searched, which minimises the (weighted) sum of 
squared differences, SSQ: 
SSQ = Σ F ( J ) (8) 
J 
s> In Chapter HI th i s problem was solved us ing t h e IMSL rout ine ZXSSQ, a 
finite difference var iant of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, assuming 
t h e abovementioned weight-factors to be u n i t y . As s ta ted in Chapter III, 
section 3.1 ( R e s u l t s ) , convergence of th is non-l inear algorithm, as judged 
from the invariabil i ty of SSQ, usually took 200 to 300 i terat ions . The 
reasons for this slow convergence are twofold: 
1. The implementation of the algorithm used in that s tudy is not a 
' t r u e ' complex non-linear l eas t- squares algorithm, because the 
search for an optimal value of χ is only guided by inspecting the 
changes in the (non-complex) F ( J ) - v e c t o r , as caused by trial 
changes in x, calculated from the prev ious r e s p o n s e of F ( J ) . The 
analysis of complex Y-data, used by Tsai and Whitmore (1982) 
incorporates t h e suggest ions of Sheppard, J o r d a n and Grant (1970) 
and Grant (1973), who describe an integra l adaptation of the Mar-
q u a r d t algorithm itself to 'fitting' complex Y-data. In this ' integral 
approach ' as used in the p r e s e n t s tudy the stepwise corrections of 
the x-vector, necessary to obtain convergence, a re based upon the 
a pr ior i causes that diminish F ( J ) , r a t h e r than on the a posteriori 
response of F ( J ) to changes in x. To speed u p convergence the 
parameter-f luxes are calculated analytically r a t h e r than with finite 
dif ferences. 
2. Upon analyzing VCV, the variance-covariance matrix and RHO, the 
correlation matrix calculated from VCV, several highly significant 
(r>0.9) correlat ions between the parameter estimates were found in 
Chapter III (signif. level of г at d. f .=19 and 2o=0.05 is 0.43, see 
Geigy T a b l e s ) . Such high correlat ions will cause the 
X 2 -hypersurface (Bevington, 1969) to degenera te from a multi­
dimensional ellipsoid into a banana-shaped contour (cF. Beck and 
Arnold, 1977). The occurence of such a contour will slow down the 
convergence of the Marquardt-algorithm considerably. This situation 
can be t raced a priori by analyzing ' sensit ivity coefficients' and 
may be improved with a ' reparametrizat ion' of the model, using less 
or different parameters and data-shi f ts (cF. Draper and Smith, 1966 
and Beck and Arnold, 1977). 
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TABLE I 
(a) Upper triangle of correlation-matrix 
for the 'original' 4-parameter model. 
AD Κ α R 
α « 
AD 1.000 -.624 0.610 0.428 
1.000 -.991 -.749 
Κα 
AD 
τ
ο 
1.000 0.813 
1.000 
(Ь) Upper triangle of correlation-matrix 
for the 'reparametrized' 4-parameter model. 
AD 
1.000 
τ
ο 
-.828 
1.000 
α 
0.678 
-.681 
1.000 
К 
0.569 
-.367 
0.856 
R 1.000 
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On inspect ing the correlation matrix obtained for the 4-parameter model 
(see Table la) t h e r e remains one very high parameter correlation, namely 
between К and o. To improve this s i tuation the following repárame tr iza-
tion was t r i ed : 
From Chapter IV: 
τ = [R * Κ ] 1 / α (9) 
о
 l
 о a
J v
 ' 
with AD = 1/R it foUows : 
K
a
 = AD * ( τ
ο
) α (10) 
Subs t i tu t ing th i s in (4) and (5) : 
Y R e = AD + AD * cos(a*iT/2) * ( ω τ ο ) α (11) 
Y I m = AD * s in(a*V2) * ( ω τ ο ) α (12) 
This p r o c e d u r e did change the appearance of the correlation-matrix (see 
Table lb) : the previous high correlation between К and α is 'd is t r ibut­
ed' more evenly, whereas the il l-conditioning (Stoer, 1968) of the 
c u r v a t u r e - m a t r i x (Bevington, 1969), the main reason for slow conver­
gence, remained. So, the effect of reparametr izat ion on speed of conver­
gence was found to be < 20% . 
3. PARAMETER INIT1ALIΖ ATIOS. 
Using a f i t t ing-procedure implies some kind of parameter-initialization. In 
the p r e s e n t s t u d y this initialization is especially needed : 
1. due to t h e ill-conditioning (Stoer, 1968) of the curvature-matr ix 
(Bevington, 1969), convergence is expected to be slow. 
2. given a gross ly incorrect set of initial va lues, the search for a 
more a p p r o p r i a t e set , was seen to be blocked in some cases by 
occurr ing ' r idges ' (cF. Bevington, 1969). 
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Figure 1. Complex impedance spectrum showing typical 'low-frequency 
extension', (indicated with dotted line). Numbers along the curve denote 
the log of the angular measuring frequency. 
Y, (mS) 
YR(mS) 
Figure 2 Complex admittance spectrum of enamel membrane. Numbers 
along the curve denote the log of the angular measuring frequency. 
Curve (A) gives the original spectrum (ie. without R^ subtraction). 
Curve (B) gives the spectrum after subtraction of the correct R -value. 
Curve (C) gives the spectrum after subtraction of a R -value that is too 
high. Please note, that the 'low-frequency extension' (indicated with a 
dotted line near zero) is insignificant in the admittance-plot. 
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3. in the p r e s e n c e of a low-frequency extension' the estimate for R , 
obtained with a s traightforward extrapolat ion-procedure, viz: 
R = lim . (Z-r, ) , 
о цгЧ) v R e ' ' 
is wrong (resul t ing in estimate 'X' r a t h e r than 'R ' In Figure 1) . 
Therefore the following init ial ization-procedure was deviced : 
In the absence of a ' low-frequency extens ion ' (indicated with a dotted line 
in Figure 1) the impedance-spectrum of this figure can be described with 
the equivalent circuit drawn in Figure 1. This means, t h a t , after sub­
tract ion of R and conversion of t h e complex data from the Z- to the 
Y-domain, the equivalent circuit of Figure 2 remains, which r e n d e r s the 
admittance-spectrum into a s t ra ight line, with (combining (4) and (5)) 
offset: AD (=1/R 0 ) and slope: tan(a*iT/2). 
Assuming the 4-parameter model offers a valid descript ion of the electro­
chemical data, the correct estimate of R will maximize the ' s t ra ig thness ' 
( ie. the correlation-coefficient) of line В in Figure 2. 
Applying no R -subtract ion will yield the curve denoted by A, the 'origi­
nal' Y-spectrum; subt rac t ing too large a value will resul t in a curve like 
С , that flexes toward the Y, -axis. 
' Im 
In the Y-spectrum obtained with this value for R , R can be calculated 
from the intercept on the Y-r, -axis. Due to the 'compression' inhaerent in 
the Ζ •* Y conversion, a ' low-frequency extension' , as indicated with the 
dotted line in Figure 1 and 2, will be less prominent in the Y-spectrum. 
So this phenomenon won't have much influence on the procedure used to 
obtain R and R . If necessary, a b e t t e r estimate for R can always be 
" о ^ ' о 
obtained by omitting the low-frequency data from the l inear-regression 
analysis used to determine R . 
о 
As can be seen from Chapter IV, К and α can be estimated from a plot 
of log (Yj,,.) v s . log(u) . Such a plot will have a slope α and offset, θ : 
θ = log [Κ *8ίη(α*ΐί/2)] (13) 
hence : 
Κ
α
 = 10Θ / sin(a*ir/2) (14) 
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4. CONCLUSIONS. 
* we have proposed a complex non-linear l eas t - squares algorithm for the 
analysis of complex impedance spect ra . 
* the main gain in speed of convergence (in comparison with the algorithm 
used in Chapter III) ar ises because in the algorithm of this chapter the 
individual real and imaginary admittance-values are fitted simuZtoneoiiS-
'y. 
* a reparametrization of the employed model, resul ted only in slight 
improvements. 
* due to the parameter-initialization procedure descr ibed , the subsequent 
f i t t ing-procedure has become ra the r a final simultaneous adaptation of 
the estimated parameters than an extensive search of the parameter-
space for an acceptable solution, thus great ly improving the reliability 
of the overall p rocedure . 
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APPENDIX II TO CHAPTER V 
THE INFLUENCE OF THE PHYTATE- AMINE TREATMENT ON 
COMPLEX ELECTROCHEMICAL MEMBRANE-PARAMETERS 
1. INTRODUCTION. 
In this appendix a mechanistic model is p r e s e n t e d to explain the influence 
of the phytate-amine treatment on the complex membrane p a r a m e t e r s : 
ω [ = -log(T А, К and o. This model is based upon the presence of 
t r a n s v e r s e capacitative pathways in the membrane, which are quantified 
with С , a parameter that is calculated from Κ , τ and α. 
2. THEORY. 
A complex impedance-spectrum of an enamel membrane in a diffusion-cell 
can be modelled with a 4-parameter CPA-model, consist ing of a re s i s tor 
(namely R ) Q-element parallel (RQP) branch in ser ies with R^, which 
comprises t h e res i s tance of the e lectrodes, the electrolyte-solution and the 
res idual membrane res i s tance (if a n y ) . Contrary to a RCP-network, 
where t h e r e is exactly one relaxation-time: î=R=!îC, a RQP-network cor-
responds with a (gaussian) dis t r ibut ion of relaxation-t imes (cF. Boet tcher 
and Bordewijk, 1976; these au thors also give the formulae used to calcu-
late the d is t r ibut ions presented in Figure 3 ) . The position of the maxi-
mum of th is d is t r ibut ion , τ , is given by : 
τ = [R *K ] l / e (1) 
о
 l
 ο α '
 v
 ' 
о, the exponent that governs t h e f requency-dependence of the 
Q-element, controls the width of the d i s t r ibut ion: 
* a=0 c o r r e s p o n d s to an infinitely wide dis t r ibut ion of amplitude zero, ie. 
to a p u r e re s i s tor . 
* 0<α<1 r e f e r s to a gaussian dis t r ibut ion of relaxation-times. As said 
above, α governs the width of th i s d i s t r ibut ion, К controls (via τ ) 
the position of the maximum. 
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* α=1 corresponds with an infinitely narrow distribution (ie. a 
delta-function) and hence refers to a RCP-network. 
An alternative interpretation of о is the following: looking at a pore, two 
conductive processes may be distinguished: 
* The forward conductance (AC and DC) which is manifested in R and 
which refers to the continuous pathways through the membrane, that 
are used by diffusion-processes as well. 
* The transverse conductance (AC only) which is reflected in К and 
which refers to capacitive conduction pathways, formed by the pore-
pore capacitances. 
Now, a weighs/balances the relative importance of forward and transverse 
conduction phenomena: 
* a=0: pure forward or resistive conduction (which will be the case when 
the tortuosity approaches one, ie. straight pores). 
* 0<а<1: a mixture of forward and transverse conduction, the range found 
for enamel membranes being 0.45 to 0.65. 
* a=l: pure transverse, ie. capacitive conduction (this will be the case 
when the tortuosity of the membrane approaches infinity, ie. for an 
impermeable porous membrane) 
К measures the value of the Q-element. Judged from its dimension (cF. 
equation 1), which is [S*seca] , an interpretation of this parameter in 
terms of physical structures seems less straightforward. Therefore it is 
useful to convert К in С : 
α α 
С = К * τ
Λ
( 1
"
α )
 = t /R (2) 
α α о о о ' 
The dimension of С is [sec*S] , so С represents a capacity. We tenta­
tively interpret С as the average value of the mutual pore-pore capacity 
С . Contributions to С originate from: 
PP PP 
* C. , the geometric pore-pore capacities that arise from Ap,the physical 
separation of two conducting pore-interiors of radius R by the crystal­
line HAP-interface (ε =8.5, see CRC handbook). C. may be calculated 
with the formula for an open two-wire capacitance (see: Symo-
nyi, 1980): 
С
Др
 =
 "o 'p / l n ( A P / R p ) (3) 
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Δρ can be estimated from the membrane-area, A and Ν , the number of 
p . 
pores p e r membrane (cF. equation 20 of Appendix I to Chapter VI), 
assuming a hexagonal mutual s u r r o u n d i n g of enamel p o r e s , which seems 
reasonable in view of the hexagonal form of t h e HAP-crysta l s : 
(Δρ) 2 = (2*A) / (/Sf-Np) (3a) 
This way a r a n g e of 0.08 to 0.40 um was found for Δ ρ . ' 1 ' Taking for 
e , the value 8.5 ( the average value for HAP, see CRC handbook) a 
range of 50 to 80 p F was found for C. . 
* С , , : the capacity associated with the double-layer that lines the p o r e -
walls. In a very approximate fashion (Driessens, unpubl i shed r e s u l t s ) 
' d l 
C d l = (AQ/AV) (4a) 
with AQ the charge present in the double-layer. Since this charge orig­
inates from the membrane-charge, Q , it follows: 
AQ = Q
m
* F
a
* 2 * R p
2
* d (4b) 
Л re fers to t h e potential across the double-layer and amounts = 50 mV 
(cF. van Dijk (1979)). Taking for Q the average value of the 
membrane-charge (ie. 1.7 [ e q / m 3 ] , see table I of main t e x t ) , C , , will 
be approximately 120 [pF/m]. 
Since C. shunts the considered pore- inter ior s and the double-layers that 
line thei r роге-walls, С consists of the parallel connection of C. and 
(because of the series-connection of two double-layers) half of C , , . So, 
at the usual e lectrolyte-concentrat ion (ie. 10 mmol/1), C, and С ../2 are 
of the same magnitude and С = С. + С,,/2 . 
( ι > in view of the diameters of the crystal l i tes and prisma ta, which are 
O.Olym and 1.5 pm respectively (see Chapter I ) , the average separa­
tion, Δρ, of the conducting pathways c o r r e s p o n d s with some 10 to 50 
crystal l i te-diameters and approaches the dimensions of the pr ismata. 
This finding is in agreement with t h e observat ion, that diffusion 
t h r o u g h enamel occurs mainly along the inter-pr i smat ic phase (see 
Chapter I ) . 
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Summarizing it can be s ta ted that С r e p r e s e n t s the value of the pore-
pore capacities that a re calculated from membrane-parameters such as 
p o r e - r a d i u s , pore-separat ion and pore-charge, which are obtained from 
diffusion-measurements, whereas С refers to the capacitance-value calcu­
lated from the complex electrochemical parameters of the membrane. 
3 . RESULTS. 
Figure 1 gives a survey of the values of the complex membrane parame­
t e r s through per iods I to IV (for an explanation of these per iods see the 
main t e x t ) . These values were calculated from complex enamel impedance 
s p e c t r a using the non-l inear leas t-squares f i t t ing-procedure descr ibed in 
Appendix I of th is c h a p t e r . 
The С values as calculated for period I to IV are shown in Figure 2. 
3.1. Period I (results for untreated enamel). 
'•'• log(R ) is seen to decrease - this was explained in the main text by a 
' leaching' of t h e enamel-pores whereby R was increased. 
* t h e value of С for u n t r e a t e d enamel is seen to correspond with t h e 
estimated value for С The slight decrease of С may be the r e s u l t 
PP » 
of two opposing effects, both caused by the increase of R : 
+ an increase of C, (see equation 3) 
+ a (slightly la rger) decrease of C , , : the " leaching" that causes R to 
increase, will affect the enamel mineral in a specific way (the most solu­
ble p a r t will dissolve f irst) ; this may in t u r n affect the profile of the 
double-layer in a way to r e d u c e C , , , the capacity associated with i t . 
* the decrease of τ to s h o r t e r relaxation-times follows from the relat ion: 
о 
τ = R * С . 
ο ο α 
* t h e decrease of α may be i n t e r p r e t e d in two ways: 
+ a decrease of t r a n s v e r s e conductance in favour of forward conduc­
tance (facilitated by enlarged t r a n s p o r t - p a t h w a y s ) . 
+ a widening of t h e dis t r ibut ion of relaxation-times caused by the 
'opening-up ' of the previously unaccessible smallest pores (which cause 
t h e highest re laxat ion-t imes) . 
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Figure 1. Influence of the phytate-amine treatment t h r o u g h per iods I 
to IV on the values of the complex parameters τ , R , К and o, 
calculated with the CPA-model. Shown a r e . log(T ) ( t in [ s ] ) , log(R ) 
(R in kS5), log(K ) (K in [mS>;<sa]) and α v e r s u s elapsed time ( d a y s ) . 
ς, (pF/m) 
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Figure 2. Influence of the phytate-amine t reatment on t h e value of the 
calculated pore-роге capacity С . Shown are С
в
 (in [pF/m] ) v e r s u s 
elapsed tune ( d a y s ) . 
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3.2. Period II (results after phytate- treatment ) . 
* after an initial sharp decrease R. returns to approximately the same 
level as for untreated enamel: the reduction of R caused by the 
о 
increased membrane-charge is balanced by an increase of R caused by 
the decreased роге-radius (see main text) . 
* С displays an initial sharp increase: due to the phytate-treatment the 
membrane-charge is rapidly increased, which enlarges C,,. The subseq­
uent decrease of С is caused by the decrease of R which reduces 
a
 y
 ρ 
'Δρ· The charge-effect is seen to dominate. 
* the increase of τ to longer relaxation-times (which corresponds with a 
shift in the distribution of relaxation-times, see Figure 3) follows from: 
τ = R„ * С . 
ο Ο α 
* the decrease of о is reflected in a 'broadening' of the distribution-curve 
of Figure 3. This may be interpreted as an increased heterogeneity of 
the regarded distribution: longer relaxation-times appear at the cost of 
previous mid-range values. The incidence of short relaxation-times 
corresponds with narrow pores which are inaccessible to phytate any­
way, so their frequency-distribution remains unaffected. 
GILnxr 
Figure 3. Influence of the phytate-amine treatment (I to III represent 
typical results found for untreated enamel, and after phytate, and 
amine-treatment respectively) on the calculated distributions of 
relaxation-times. Shown are G(lnt), the density-function, versus ln(t) 
(erratically omitted from the abscissa), the logarithm of the 
relaxation - time. 
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3 . 3 . Period III (results after amine - treatment ) . 
* log(R ) increases due to fur ther reduct ion of R and (vir tual) neutra l i ­
zation of Q_. 
m 
* С is f u r t h e r increased because of the formation of the phytate-amine 
doubie-layer, whose capacity adds to C , , . 
* consequently τ increases again (see Figure 3) 
* a increases because t r a n s v e r s e conduction pathways gain importance as 
c u r r e n t conduct ing mechanism. Also t h e contr ibut ion of aZfernative 
conduction-mechanisms like e lectron-hopping or p r o t o n - t u n n e l i n g , that 
correspond with the presence of shor t relaxation-times (Driessens , 
unpubl ished r e s u l t s ) , might become neglegible due to the sealing effect 
of the compact phytate-amine double-layer . 
3.4. Period IV (persistance of phytate-amine treatment). 
* the most obvious effect in this period is the decrease of С . This may 
refer to a r e a r r a n g e m e n t of t h e phytate-amine double- layers , a phenom­
enon which not necessar i ly has to manifest in significant var iat ions in 
other membrane - p a r a m e t e r s . 
3.5. Correlation of electrochemical and diffusion-parameters. 
Inspect ing the correlat ion of іл
тах
 with logCAj-j), two effects may be 
observed: 
* m
u
, the slope in a plot of и
тах
 v e r s u s log(A D ) is 1.23±0.04 (see Fig­
ure 6, main t e x t ) whereas the slope in a plot of log(R ) v e r s u s logfArO, 
m , is -0.97±0.04 (see Fig. 5, main t e x t ) , m is unequal to one, because 
ω is re lated to AT-, with contr ibut ions both from R and С : 
max U ο α 
"max
 =
 -
l o
e ( V - I o e ( C a > ( 7 ) 
A plot of log(C ) v e r s u s logiAj-.) r e s u l t s in a s t r a i g t h line ( r=0.91) ; 
m , the slope of th i s line, is 0.30±0.06 (an explanation of th is observa­
tion in terms of s t r u c t u r a l parameters seems to be less s t ra ig thfor-
w a r d ) . So, according to equation ( 7 ) , the slope in an u v e r s u s 
log(A D )-plot will be the sum of m o and m , ie. 1.27±0.07, which is not 
significantly different from the value found for m (1.23±0.04). 
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* ω p r e d i c t s changes in l o g ( A
n
) more accurate ly than log(R ) does, 
when t h e membrane-charge is changed by a chemical t reatment . This 
may qualitatively be u n d e r s t o o d from equation ( 7 ) : an increase of Q 
r e n d e r s log(R )-values relatively low b u t e n h a n c e s (via an increase of 
С •.,) the value of С . So, the influence of charge-effects on u
m a x 
t e n d s to be cancelled. 
4. CONCLUSIONS. 
* in analyzing complex membrane conductance forward and ircmsverse 
conduction pathways have to be d i scerned; the balance between these 
two means of cur rent-conduct ion is reflected in the value of o. 
* t h e t r a n s v e r s e conduction pathways may be explained in terms of ( reac­
t ive) pore-pore interact ions, which are d e p e n d e n t upon ( s t ruc tura l ) 
p o r e - p a r a m e t e r s such as r a d i u s , separat ion and c h a r g e . 
* С is p r e s e n t e d as a means of revealing some of the s t ructura l informa­
tion under ly ing the complex-impedance measurements . 
* the phyta te- t rea tment causes an increase in t h e value of С because the 
highly polar phytate- layer may enhance the value of the capacity of the 
double layer by polarization. 
* the ensu ing amine-treatment enlarges С still more, due to the addition­
al capacitive effects introduced by the compact phytate-amine double-
layer system, which consis ts of a l ternat ing reg ions of high and low 
polar i ty . 
* t h e d i screpancy between ω and log(R ) in the i r behaviour as p r e ­
dictor of permeability changes , especially when the membrane-charge is 
changed, is elucidated. 
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CHAPTER VI 
A MECHANISTIC INTERPRETATION OF ENAMEL IMPEDANCE SPECTRA 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Start ing from the intuition that diffusion and conduction share the same 
pathways in a membrane, it was demonstrated in the previous chapters 
that enamel permeability can be predicted from the r e s u l t s of electrochem­
ical exper iments . It was shown that ( independent of the model used to 
analyze t h e complex impedance spectra measured for the enamel mem­
branes) two p a r a m e t e r s , namely log(R ) , t h e log of the width of the arc 
in a polar plot and w
m a x
, the log of the angular f requency at the top of 
this a r c , could be used as predictors for enamel permeability. When mon­
itoring changes of enamel-permeability as occurr ing after a chemical t rea t­
ment, it was seen that ω_ is a more reliable predic tor than log(R ) in 
max
 r D x
 o ' 
case the t reatment not only changes the permeability, but also the 
membrane-charge. A model was presented to explain this (seeming) dis­
crepancy . 
In this chapter we proceed to p r e s e n t an onset for a mechanistic 
descript ion of enamel impedance spect ra , ie. we t r y to express conduc­
tance (and -tentatively- in Appendix II the 'complex' parameters ω
m a x
, К 
and a) in terms of physical membrane-parameters, such as pore-diameter, 
membrane-porosity and membrane-charge and the radii of the permeating 
species ( c F . Appendix I ) . Estimates for these parameters can be 
obtained from our diffusion-measurements. The assumptions implied in 
deriving a model and in estimating the membrane-parameters and ionic 
radii a re verified by comparing the measured conductance-values with the 
values calculated with the proposed model. Using reasonable estimates 
(Driessens, 1982) for the hydrated radi i , a good congruence was found 
between measured and calculated conductance-va lues . The membrane-
porosity a p p e a r s to be the main determinant for the experimentally 
observed wide r a n g e s in permeability and conductance The dependence of 
conductance on in electrolyte-concentrat ion (2 to 100 mmol/1) and ionic 
species (RbCl, KCl, KNOj and MgfNOaJj) are shown to be explained by 
t h e model in a satisfactory way 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS. 
2.1. Diffusion-measurements and electrochemical- experiment s. 
Diffusion-measurements were done according to the p rocedure described 
by Borggreven et al. (1977). These resul ted in values for the exper i -
mental diffusion-coefficient for Rb+ (D p b + ) , Cl" (D e C j - ) , glycerol 
(D , ) and sorbitol (D ) . The value for the charge-cor rec ted ionic 
e>ßly e, sor 
diffusion-coefficient, Ар,was calculated as 2 * ( D
e R b + * D e с Г ^ ^ е Н.Ь
+ 
Cl" 
+
 D . r i " ) 
Complex impedance spectra of enamel membranes were recorded as 
described before (see Chapter I I I ) . They were analyzed using the four-
parameter model proposed in Chapter IV us ing t h e non-l inear least-
squares f i t t ing-procedure described in Appendix I of Chapter V. This 
analysis r e s u l t s in the values (plus s t a n d a r d - e r r o r ) for log(R ) , the log 
of the width of the a r c in a polar plot, ω , the log of the angular fre­
quency at the top of this arc and К and α , the parameters that consti­
tute the Constant Phase Angle element (see Chapter IV). 
2.2. Estimation of parameters, necessary for simulation of 
membrane-conductance. 
To evaluate the express ion for G , the calculated conductivity of a 
charged membrane, as der ived in Appendix I, e q . (24), appropr iate 
ranges for the foUowing parameters have to be e s t i m a t e d ' l > : 
* Q , the membrane charge (in meq/1 pore-volume), necessary for the 
calculation of the Donnan-rat io, Гт-.. 
( i> because of lack of correlation between these parameter s , which means, 
t h a t for a given value of one considered parameter a range of values 
for the o ther parameters may be a p p r o p r i a t e , the use of the i r average 
values only seems to be less c o r r e c t . 
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* R the average value of the r a d i u s of the роге-system of a mem­
b r a n e . 
* por/B 2 , t h e ratio of membrane-porosity a n d square of tortuosity-factor, 
henceforth referred to as the membrane-porosity. 
2.2.1. Estimation of the surface-charge from diffusion-measurements. 
In Chapter V the value of a membrane's sur face-charge, Q , was calcu­
lated from t h e quotient of D ••>+ and D
 с ] - . This resul ted in an aver­
age of -1.7 meq/1 роге-volume, with a r a n g e of -5.3 to +1.5 meq/1 pore-
volume (see Table I ) . 
2.2.2. Estimation of the pore-diameter from diffusion-measurements. 
In Chapter V (equation (2)) the following equation was used to describe 
t h e observed diffusion-coefficient, D 
e 
( D
e
 / D
w
 ) = ( por / θ 2 ) * ster(X) (1) 
with : λ = a / R 
Ρ 
Using for D /D the express ion der ived by Levitt (1975) for the ratio of 
re s t r ic ted and u n r e s t r i c t e d permeability, it follows : 
entry(X) = ( l - λ ) 2 / (1 - 0 .75857П 5 ) (2) 
geom(X) = (1-2 .105<т+2.0805П 3 -1 .7068П 5 +0.72603П 6 ) (3) 
ster(X) = entry(X) * (geom(X) * [ g ( o ) / g
a v
] (4) 
The term g ( o ) / g in (4) corrects for off-axis alignment of the permeat­
ing species (ie. for (J*0) and is tabulated for λ=0.0 to 0.6 by Lev­
it t (1975). Ster(X) is shown in Figure 1 a s a function of λ. The s ter ic 
factors used in this s tudy are approximately equal to the polynomials used 
by Driessens (1982) for the cylinder-model. 
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51ег(Л) _ 
Figure 1. Plot of s ter ( λ ) , the 
combined s ter ic factor, as a 
function of λ, calculated according 
to equation (4) of section 2 . 2 . 2 . 
Sier (Лдіу) 
Sier Uso,) 
A0|y 
Figure 2. Plot of ratio of s ter ic 
factors for glycerol and sorbitol 
used to estimate the p o r e - r a d i u s 
(cF. section 2 . 2 . 2 . ) . 
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In o r d e r to estimate the value of λ (and hence of R ) . diffusion-
p ' ' 
experiments with r a d i o - t r a c e r s were done using the procedure described 
by Borggreven et al . (1977). In th i s procedure experimental diffusion-
coefficients (D
e
) of sorbitol ( D
e j S o r ) , glycerol ( D ^ ^ ) , R b + ( D e j R b + ) 
and Cl (D /-.,-) a re measured. 
e, L·! 
According to (1) the following express ion holds for the ratio of 
D , /D 
e.gly ' e . s o r 
(D „. /D )/(D . /D ) = ster(X , )/ster(X ) (5a) 
e,gly e . s o r ' v w.g ly w.sor · ' v g ly ' v s o r ' ч ' 
with : λ , = a , / R and λ = a / R (5b) 
gly gly Ρ sor sor ρ ν > 
The following values were used for the constants in this equation : 
a , = 6.35 A ( h y d r a t e d radius according to Goodson (1971), 
cF Driessens (1982)). 
(value for h y d r a t e d г 
as proposed by Dr iessens , 1982). 
1 , 1
 [mVsec] ( the average value 
a- and ß-alanine, as mentioned in the CRC handbook) . 
1 0
 [mVsec] ( the value for the 
taken from the CRC handbook) . 
a = 7.00 A t  rad ius 
sor
 λ
 " 
D j = 9.22*10" 1 C l  for the similar 
D = 6.82' ! l10  l th  identical mannitol, w . sor ι j \ 
Using equations (2) to (4) , the r i g h t - h a n d p a r t of (5a) was calculated 
(with R as a free parameter) for a range of λ , -values. In this way 
Figure 2 was construcied. The left-hand p a r t of (5a) is evaluated from 
the diffusion-data of each membrane and the corresponding λ_ι
ν
 (and 
hence R ) values of the individual membranes a re read from Figure 2. 
The r e s u l t s obtained using this p r o c e d u r e are mentioned in Table I: the 
average of R is 35 A, with a range of 20 to 64 A, which agrees well 
with the r e s u l t s of Moreno and Zahradnik (1973) and Dibdin and 
Poole (1982). 
The value of R was not determined with an i terat ive (eg. non-linear 
l eas t- squares a lgor i thm), us ing also the Rb and CI diffusion-data, 
because : 
* estimating the range of R the semi-graphical solution used in this 
s tudy has the advantages of being simple and direct and prevent ing 
convergence problems. 
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* considering only t r a n s p o r t of uncharged molecules no estimate for the 
membrane-charge is r e q u i r e d . 
2.2.3. Estimation of the porosity-range from diffusion-measurements. 
The influence of porosity and tortuosi ty is demonstrated in Figure 3 (the 
situation of Figure 3b is based on a s tudy of Osborne et a l . , 1976). So, 
D in Figure 3a will be two times larger t h a n in Figure 3b despite the 
fact that the porosity (and hence the volume of t h e t r a n s p o r t - p h a s e ) is 
equal in both cases. Burke and Moreno (1975) sugges t an average value 
of 1.5 for f<2>. Judging from Figure 3b, where θ=/2, a range of 1.0 to 
2.0 for Θ2 seems to be real is t ic . 
An estimate for the value of (рог/ 2 ) can be found by dividing the 
measured value of D by D " ' s te r (λ) , where λ is calculated using the 
estimated value of B. from section 2.2 .2 . As can be seen in Table I, an 
Ρ 
average of 0.15% is obtained for (рог/ 2 ) . Set t ing θ=/2 (see Figure 3 b ) , 
the average value of por will be 0.30%, with a r a n g e of 0.06% to 1.3%. 
The porosity-value 0.12% repor ted by Driessens (1982) lies well within 
this r a n g e . Comparing this resul t with t h e water-sorpt ion dcsorption 
studies of Moreno and Zahradnik (1973) and the comments of Dibdin and 
Poole (1982), where the actual porosity of exchange water was found to 
be at least 2%, this value seems to be low. This discrepancy may be 
resolved, by arguing that t r a n s p o r t pathways in diffusion- and electro­
chemical experiments a re "weighted" by the ease of t r a n s p o r t (ie. the 
permeability) offered by them. So, al though small pores may be present 
even to an appreciable ex tent (and may as such contr ibute considerably 
to the static porosity of a membrane), because of unfavorable steric fac­
tors diffusion and conduction along these pathways may be vanishingly 
small. 
< 2 >
 t h e tor tuos i ty , t, Driessens (1982), ρ 79, quotes from Burke and 
Moreno (1975), cor responds with Θ2 in this s t u d y . 
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Figure 3. Two-dimensional 
membrane sect ions: 
(a) schematic drawing of a 
membrane with a 
(3-dimensional) porosi ty of 
0.01 and a tor tuos i ty of 1. 
(b) schematic drawing of a 
membrane with a 
(3-dimensional) porosity of 
0.01 and a tor tuos i ty of /2. 
3 . RESULTS. 
3.1. Comparison of diffusion and electrochemical data. 
In Appendix I an express ion (24) is der ived which re lates G , the con­
ductance of a charged membrane to : 
(1) physical membrane-parameters such as membrane-charge, pore-
diameter and membrane-porosity, whose value can be estimated from 
diffusion experiments on enamel membranes (cF. secction 2 . 2 . ) . 
(2) the radii of the permeating species ( ie . ζ-ογ.* and Эр,-) . Reasonable 
values for these radii were obtained as follows: Goodson et 
al. (1971) sugges t the use of hydrated radii when considering 'quiet ' 
processes like diffusion. Assuming t h e p r e s e n c e of a primary and 
secondary h y d r a t i o n sheath, Driessens (unpubl i shed resul t s ) arr ives 
at an average value of 4.4 A for aTjh+ and a™-. In view of the dif­
ference in crys ta l ionic radii between Rb (1.48 A, Robinson and 
Stokes (1970) and Cl" (1.81 A, idem), we chose 4.2 and 4.6 A 
respectively as initial estimates for a^, + and a™-. 
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TABLE I 
sample A ^ рог R <Э N„ G„ 
r
 U Γ ρ m ρ с 
G G l G 
с с exp 
A 4.17 35.1 31. -0.3 123. 62.6 51.9 114. 112. 
В 0.98 7.80 28. +0.2 33.6 12.5 10.8 23.3 24.1 
С 1.59 14.6 24. +1.5 82.8 19.4 18.9 38.3 35.0 
D 1.32 14.3 20. -1.2 123. 17.5 12.5 30.0 38.5 
E 0.56 3.20 52. -2.2 3.99 9.18 6.31 15.5 17.5 
F 2.34 18.4 30. -3.3 70.9 37.0 22.3 59.4 67.1 
G 2.04 10.6 64. -0.6 8.74 32.7 27.5 60.2 56.5 
H 10.5 63.0 54. -5.3 72.9 225. 107. 332. 271. 
*10~ 1 2 'ПО'" *107 *10~7 *10" 7 *10~7 *10~7 
L e g e n d to T a b l e I 
• A D : 
• рог: 
Q 
m 
•
G c 
• G. 
e x p ' 
the charge-corrected ionic diffusion-coefficient [ m 2 / s ] . 
the ratio of porosity and squared tor tuos i ty [vol%]. 
the average роге-diameter [A] . 
the membrane-charge [ e q / m J ] . 
the number of pores per membrane. 
the calculated cation-conductivity of t h e membrane [S], 
the calculated anion-conductivity of the membrane [ S ] . 
the calculated total membrane-conductivity [ S ] . 
the measured membrane-conductivity [S] . 
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When the assumptions made in deriving the express ion for G and in 
estimating the values of the membrane-parameters and the h y d r a t e d radii 
are c o r r e c t , the calculated membrane-conductance (G ) should agree with 
the measured membrane-conductance G (=1/R ) . This was checked as 
exp o ' 
follows (see Table I ) : 
Estimates for the роге-radius , R , the poros i ty , рог/ 2 , and the Donnan-
rat io, r-p., calculated from the membrane-charge, Q , were obtained from 
t h e diffusion-data. These parameters were used to calculate: 
* N , the number of pores p r e s e n t in the membrane (cF. Appendix I, 
equation (20)) , 
the (calculât 
respect ive ly , 
* G and G ,  (calculated) membrane-conductance for Rb and CI 
* G , the total (calculated) membrane-conductance which should agree 
with G (=1/R ) , the measured membrane-conductance . 
exp v o ' 
The overall correspondance between the individual measured and calcu-
lated values was checked with SRD, the i r Sum of Relative Differences, ie. 
SRD = Σ [ ( 0
Ω ν
 - G ^ b / G ^ J . The initial estimates for the h y d r a t e d radii 
resu l ted in a SRD-value of 27%. Subsequent ly SRD was minimized with 
slight adaptat ions of a^, + and a
c l - , from the abovementioned values, 
while the i r difference was fixed at 0.4 A. T h u s a minimal SRD-value of 
7% was found for 3τ,,+ = 4.0 A and a™- = 4.4 A. T h e sensit ivi ty of the 
match is demonstrated by the finding that a 10% increase in the h y d r a t e d 
ionic radii ( ie. to 4.4 A and 4.8 A respect ive ly) r e s u l t e d in an increase 
of SRD to 113%. 
3.2. Influence of variations in concentration and ionic species on enamel 
conductance. 
Figure 4: typical r e s u l t s (one of 3 parallel exper iments) of the influence of 
variat ions both in e lectrolyte-concentrat ion, C, and ionic species on 
membrane-conductance, G. The concentrat ion was var ied from 2 to 100 
mmol/1 for RbCl, KCl and KNO, and from 0.5 to 50 mmol/1 for M g i N O j b . 
As ionic species we u s e d : 
* RbCl (open dots and continuous line) 
* KCl ( t r iangles and dotted line) 
* KNO3 ( s q u a r e s and dot/dash line) 
* Mg(N03)2 (nablas and dashed line) 
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Figure 4. Typical re su l t s (one 
of 3 parallel experiments) of the 
influence of var iat ions both in 
e lectrolyte-concentrat ion, С 
[mol/1], and ionic species on the 
membrane-conductance, G[mS]. 
The various symbols denote 
calculated from 
values; the lines 
G -values 
exp 
measured R 
LoglCI 
indicate t h e r e s u l t s of G -values, 
с 
calculated us ing equation (24). 
The lines indicate G -values calculated us ing equat ion (24). In view of 
t h e fairly high concentrat ions used, activities were used in e q . (24) 
instead of concentra t ions . These activities were interpolated from the 
values tabulated for NaCl and CaCl 2 (Robinson and Stokes, 1970). 
Simultaneously obtained diffusion data were not available for these 
membranes. So, initial estimates for R , рог/ 2 and Q were chosen 
from the r a n g e s calculated in section 2 . 2 . . Taking for ат}^+ and a ^ - the 
values found in section 3 . 1 . ( ie. 4.0 and 4.4 A respect ive ly) , the initial 
estimates for R , p o r / 8 2 and Q were refined by optimizing the congru­
ence between measured and calculated RbCl conductance data ( the lower 
curve in Figure 4 ) . The r e s u l t s obtained this way were (in p a r e n t h e s e s 
t h e r e s u l t s for the parallel exper iments , which are not shown): 
R P 
рог/ 2 
Q 
^m 
27 (33 25) [A] 
0.16 (0.12 0.21) [vol%] 
-0.5 (-0.7 -0.3) [meq/1] 
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The initial estimates for the h y d r a t e d ionic radii of К and Mg were 
obtained from the i r crysta l ionic radi i ; in case of the n i t ra te ion the Van 
d e r Waals radius was used . . These est imates were subsequent ly refined 
by a minimizing p r o c e d u r e analoguous to the one used for obtaining a^, + 
and β ρ ι " , only now this procedure was extended over t h e u p p e r t h r e e 
curves in Figure 4, the data-ser ies for KCL, KNCh and Mg(N03)2. The 
refined values for the h y d r a t e d radii were : 
* К 3.1 A (crys ta l ionic rad ius : 1.33 A) 
* Mg 2.3 A (crys ta l ionic radius : 0.65 A) 
* NOj" 2.6 A (Van der Waals radius : 2.35 A) 
The values found for К and Mg (3 .1 A and 2.3 A r e s p . ) correspond 
with the t r e n d s observed in thei r crys ta l ionic radi i . 
The value 2.6 A found for the ni trate-ion is only slightly l a r g e r t h a n 
t h e (estimated) van der Waals rad ius (2.35 A) . This agrees with the 
observation that small hydra t ion-numbers of negative ions are generally 
found in various electrochemical exper iments . Furthermore it is recalled 
at this point, that t h e 3 oxygens of the n i t ra te ion are coplanar with the 
centra l n i t rogen, shaping the ni trate-ion into a disk. The value 2.35 A 
for the Van der Waals radius refers to the diameter of th is disk. So, a 
sterically averaged (over all space coordinates) and hence smaller value 
for this rad ius is more real ist ic. 
Two regions can be discerned in Figure 4: 
* С < 2 mmol/1: in this region the e lectrolyte-concentrat ion approximates 
the membrane-charge, expressed as the concentrat ion of fixed ionic 
c h a r g e s . This means, that the Donnan-rat io offers a significant con­
tr ibut ion to the observed conductance-values . This is especially the 
case for Mg , because h e r e the s q u a r e d Donnan-rat io applies (see 
e q . ( 2 4 ) ) . 
* С > 2 mmol/1: in this region a l inear dependence of log(G) vs . log(C) 
is found. Due to the use of activit ies in eq. (24) t h e conductance 
data will agree with the ideal behaviour predicted by this equation 
(despite the increased concent ra t ion) . 
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4. DISCUSSION. 
The ratio between the smallest and la rges t A^-va lue in Table I is approx-
imately 20. At a first glance t r ends in the A^-values are seen to be 
parallelled by the poros i ty -va lues . This observat ion is confirmed by 
l inear - regress ion analysis of ]og(por /0 2 ) v s . logfAyO data , which resul ted 
in a s t ra ig th line (r=0.96) of slope 0.97±0.11 and offset 0.88+0.05. So 
the main determinant for the experimentally found wide range of perme-
abilities is the membrane-porosi ty. In o rde r of decreasing importance the 
pore-diameter and membrane-charge cont r ibute to minor variations in the 
permeability of bovine enamels: 
* the minimal and maximal porosity values differ a factor 20. 
* the combined storie factors (cF. equation (21) of Appendix I) were seen 
to range from 0.34 to 0.99, which explains some 40% of the occurr ing 
var ia t ions in the D -va lues . 
e 
* the Donnan-ra t io , r^-., displayed a range of 0.93 to 1.30, which explains 
some 20% of the occur r ing variat ions in the D -va lues . 
The wide range of several decades (see also earl ier chapters ) found 
both for electrochemical and diffusion data of var ious bovine enamel sam-
ples does not contrast the finding of an average pore - rad ius that is v i r -
tually constant (ie. independent of biological o r ig in ) , when it is consid-
ered that the crystal l i tes tha t form the building blocks of the enamel 
matrix are invariably of the same size ( independent of the enamel sam-
p le ) , whereas their ordering, as manifested in the porosity of the mem-
brane and the tor tuosi ty of its pores may va ry considerably. 
The average value for the pore - rad ius of 35 Â br ings the diameter of 
the postula ted enamel pores in the range of the dimensions observed for 
the enamel crys ta l l i tes , tha t were 'seen ' in SEM-studies to be long hexa-
gons , with a top-face of 50-100 A and a length of =1000 A. This agrees 
with the finding (cF. Linden, 1968 and Dr iessens , 1982,ρ 75) that 
enamel- t ranspor t occurs mainly along the Inter-Prismatic phase, a region 
where the highly ordered parallel a r rangement of the crystal l i tes as found 
in t h e centra l region of t h e prisma ta, is r e d u c e d , which resu l t s in a more 
random s t r u c t u r e where t h e spaces between t h e crystal l i tes may approach 
(as can be inferred from SEM-pictures) the dimensions of the crysta l l i tes 
themselves . 
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Moreno and Zahradnik (1973) found a bimodal distribution of pore-radii 
for each individual membrane. Their measurements were demonstrated by 
Dibdin and Poole (1982) to be needing a more subtle interpretation. This 
modified analysis led to a more even distribution of pore-radii in the 
range of 5-200 A. The finding, that the width of this distribution is still 
larger than the diversity in the values obtained from diffusion experi-
ments can be ascribed to a disagreement between what may be referred to 
as the liquid transport-phase, ie. the arrangement of channels/pores in 
such a way as to provide a continuous path through the membrane and 
the static (absorbtion) phase, which constitutes to the hysteresis found 
in the absorbtion/desorbtion behaviour, the basis of the experiments of 
Moreno and Zahradnik (1973). 
Expanding this argument it may tentatively be advanced at this point 
that the constrictions postulated by Moreno and Zahradnik (1973) to be 
connected with the presence of an organic matrix, can be 'seen' only with 
their measurements, as they offer no appreciable pathways for diffusion. 
Also the observation that the static porosity (referring to the water-
content or void-volume of the membrane) Is much higher (cF. Dries-
sens, 1982) than the dynamic porosity, which refers to the available 
transport-phase, may be explained using the arguments given above. 
Conclusions. 
* A simple mechanistic model is presented for the interpretation of mem-
brane conductance data. 
The validity of this model may be concluded from the quantitative 
agreement between electrochemical and diffusion experiments, performed 
simultaneously on the same enamel membranes. 
* The mechanism involved in diffusion-experiments has indicated that the 
membrane-porosity is the main determinant for the experimentally 
observed wide ranges in permeability of bovine enamels. 
* Since enamel permeability is a crucial factor for the progress of the 
demineralization-proces s involved in the early caries lesion, this study 
indicates that the clinically observed variations in caries-sensitivity are 
caused (insofar as they are not dominated by other intrinsic properties 
of the enamel like solubility of its mineral) by variations in enamel-
porosity, that arise during enamel-biogenesis, rather than by variations 
in pore-radius or membrane-charge. 
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An onset has been given for an interpreta t ion of the complex impedance 
s p e c t r a in terms of phenomenological processes like relaxation and t r a n ­
s v e r s e conduction. 
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APPENDIX I TO CHAPTER VI 
CALCULATION OF MEMBRANE -CONDUCTIVITY 
1. TRANSPORT OF UNIVALENT CATIONS THROUGH AN UNCHARGED 
PORE. 
Although the analysis p r e s e n t e d in t h i s section follows grossly the deriva­
tion given by Eldridge and Morowitz (1978), it is repeated here to cor­
rect for some omissions and e r r o r s p r e s e n t in the i r calculations. ' 1 ' In 
their t reatment a pore is assumed to be an electrostatical ly featureless 
pathway along which t h e electric field is essential ly c o n s t a n t . 
T h e r e are two forces on an ion : 
* for a univalent ion t h e electric field e x e r t s a dr iv ing force, F : 
F
c
 = ( F B * AV ) / ( N a * d * β ) (1) 
with : 
F = Faraday ' s constant 
Д = voltage d r o p across t h e pore 
N = Avogadro's number 
d = membrane-thickness 
θ = tortuos i ty-factor (see Rietema, 1976) 
*
ly
 a l though not (explicitly) mentioned by Eldridge and Morowitz (1973) 
in applying the equation they der ived for t h e cation-conductivity 
t h e r e occurs a divergence for values of λ^Ο, which is (part ly) caused 
by the assumption 5=0 in der iv ing approximate express ions for the 
integra l s J (λ) and Κ ( λ ) . 
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the ion is decelerated by a d r a g force, D, caused by collisions with 
solvent-molecules and the роге-wall. According to Levitt (1975) this 
dissipati ve force can be wr i t ten : 
D η * a * H X (P) * [ U(P) - G x ( 3 ) * 4 ] (2) 
with: 
η : viscosity of t h e solvent 
h y d r a t e d ionic rad ius 
um t h e velocity of the solute 
Φ : the average solvent-velocity 
H>(f5) and G>(0) a re dimensionless 'd rag- factors ' (cF. Levitt 1975 ) , 
d e p e n d e n t upon pore-geometry and location of the r e g a r d e d particle rel­
ative to the роге-walls. These factors a re d e p e n d e n t upon the dimen­
sionless parameters : 
b / a and λ = a / R (see Fig. 1) 
"ζ7 гИ/Д-1)-
•И/Л) 
Figure 1. Роге-model used for definition of the dimension-less 
rameters λ (=a/R ) and & ( = b / a ) . The r ight-
denotes t h e concentration-profi le across the p o r e . 
pa r i h a n d side of the figure 
Applying the electric field, t h e considered ion will initially be acceler­
a ted, till the attainment of an equilibrium between F and D, when : 
(Fa*AV) / (N *dr te) = Ti*a*Hx(fS) * [U(p) - Gx(p)*¿] (3) 
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Because the c u r r e n t is our observable q u a n t i t y , it is appropriate to 
solve (3) for U(P) : 
U(0) = (F
a
*AV) / (N
a
*d*e*ii*a) * Η
λ
( β ) + ^ G
x
( p ) (4) 
The average solvent-velocity, -d, may be approximated by the ratio of 
the volume flux (due to electro-osmotic flow) to pore area : 
θ = J
v
 / ( ir * R p * ) (5) 
Katchalsky and C u r r a n (1965) show, t h a t volume flux and c u r r e n t are 
re lated to dr iv ing forces by a pair of l inear relations : 
J
v
 = L u ΔΡ + L u ΔΥ (6a) 
I = L21 ΔΡ + L 22 ΔΥ (6b) 
with : 
ΔΡ : the osmotic pressure-di f ference across the membrane 
ΔΥ : the voltage drop across t h e membrane 
Since ΔΡ = 0, it follows : 
( J
v
 / Ι ) Δ ρ = ο = L i . / L » (7) 
Katchalsky and C u r r a n (1965) call L12/L22 the coefficient of electro-
osmosis, ie. t h e volume of solvent t r a n s p o r t e d p e r unit of charge. 
Using Poseuille's equation, which re lates the volume-flux of solvent 
t h r o u g h a membrane to the pressure-di f ference across that membrane, 
Katchalsky and C u r r a n (1965) and Eldridge and Morowitz (1976), 
Appendix) derive : 
( Ut/Ui ) = ( f' l
w
* R p
2
 ) / ( 8 * η * F
a
 ) (8) 
f"1 is t h e friction-coefficient for the ion, given by : 
f
 '
 l
w
 = 6
 *
 l r
 *
 η
 *
 a
 *
 N
a ( 9 ) 
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Combining (5) with (7 ) , (8) and (9 ) , it foUows : 
0 = I * ( 3 * a * N a ) / ( 4 * F a ) (10) 
Substi tut ing (10) in (4 ) , the following express ion for U(f5) r esu l t s : 
U(ß) = Η
χ
 / Η
λ
( β ) • I * G
x
 * Gx(ß) (10a) 
with : 
H
x
 =
 ( F a * Δ ν ) / ( N a * d * θ * 1 * a ) ( 1 0 b ) 
G
x
 = ( 3 * e * N
a
) / ( 4 * F
a
) (10c) 
Now the c u r r e n t , I , may be calculated by in tegra t ing over the pore 
area, S : 
1 = S 1(b) d(S) = F * 1 p C ( x , b ) Ufx .b) 2ir b db (11) 
a
 о 
When a stat ionary condition is reached, с and U will be independent of 
x . So, introducing β and λ in equation (11) and us ing for C(ß) the 
solution proposed by Levitt (1975), namely : 
C(ß) = С for 0 < β < Π (12a) 
C(ß) = 0 for Π < β < 1/λ (12b) 
equation (13) resu l t s ( the value Π (=1/λ-1) for β corresponds with the 
situation that the solute-particles s t a r t h i t t ing the pore walls (see F i g . l ) : 
Π 
I = 2 * π * a 2 * F * С * i U(ß) β dß (13) 
a
 о 
Subst i tu t ing U(ß) from (10), it follows : 
I = Go * ΔΥ * J(X) + I * * v * Κ(λ) (14) 
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* G denotes the unconstrained pore-conduct iv i ty given by : 
G
o
 = ( 2 * π * а * С * F
a
2
 ) / ( d * θ * η * N
a
) (15) 
* i denotes the (dimensionless) fractional ionic volume ( ie. the rela­
tive volume occupied by the solute molecules), given by : 
*v
 =
 3 * it * a 3 * N
a
 * С / 2 (16) 
* J(X) a n d Κ(λ) denote the integra ls : 
Π 
* J ( X ) H J Η
λ
 1(ß)ßde=entry(X)*geom(X)*(g(o)/g a v) /61 TX2 (17a) 
о 
. e n t r y ( X ) = (1-λ) 2 / (1-0.75857*λ 5) (17b) 
•geom(X) = (1-2.1054*Х+2.0805*Хэ-1.7068*Х5+0.72603*Хв) (17c) 
+ e n t r y (λ) in (17a) estimates the entrance-probabi l i ty of 
t h e considered ionic species . 
+ geom(X) in (17a) re lates t r a n s p o r t - p a r a m e t e r s to pore-
geometry. This express ion is approximately equal to the 
polynomial used by Driessens (1982) for the cylinder-
model. 
+ ( g ( o ) / g ) in (17a) c o r r e c t s for of f-axis alignment (ie. 
fj¿0) of the permeating species and is tabulated by Lev-
i t t (1975) 
Π 
*Κ(λ)Ξ S Gx(ß)ßd&=frac(X)/2*X2 (18a) 
о 
• frac(X) = (1 - 1 6 П 2 / 3 + 20*λ 3/3) (18b) 
where frac governs the influence of the fractional ionic volume on the 
membrane-conductance. 
From the r e s u l t s of Levitt (1975) it may be concluded, that the e r r o r s 
introduced by t h e approximations implied in (17) and (18) are <5%. 
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2. TRANSPORT OF UNIVALENT CATIONS THROUGH AN UNCHARGED 
MEMBRANE. 
The cation-conductivity of an ent i re membrane containing N pores of 
radius H. is : 
Ρ 
G
c
+ = { N p * G o * J ( X ) ) / { 1 " V , K ( X ) } ( 1 9 ) 
N can be calculated from the porosi ty, por, of a membrane, which may 
be determined from diffusion-measurements ( see : main tex t , sec­
tion 2 . 2 . 3 . , estimation of рог/ 2 ) . Рог is defined as the rat io of the vol­
ume of the t r a n s p o r t - p h a s e and the total volume of t h e membrane of a rea , 
A : 
рог = ( N * TIR 2 * d * θ )/( A * d ) (20) 
Combining the express ions for N , G and J(X), t h e numeraior of (19) 
becomes : 
[ p o r / e 2 ] * [ F
a
2 / 3 a n N
a
] * [ C A / d ] * e n t r y ( X ) * g e o m ( X ) * [ g ( o ) / g
a v
l (21a) 
Rewriting * the denominator of (19) becomes : 
[1 - 3*IT*R 2 *a*C*N * frac(X)/4] (21b) 
Ρ
 a 
Expressions (21a) and (21b) toge ther const i tute an express ion for G , 
the cation-conductivity of an uncharged membrane. 
The express ion [F 0 2 /3*a*Ti*NJ in (21a) equals 11.2*10" э [m2/n*mol] for 
a=4.0 [A], the estimated h y d r a t e d radius (cF. Dr iessens , 1982) of R b + , 
and n=1.0':<10 э [Pa , ; t s] . This is in good agreement with the experimental 
value for Rb of the equivalent ionic conductance, v., as used in Chap­
t e r V, which equals 7 .3*10" ' [т 2/П*то1] at 298 0 K and 0.01 mol/1. The 
difference between these two values ar ises because t h e f irst express ion is 
der ived theoretically by applying macroscopic considerat ions to an i n t r i n ­
sically microscopic environment, whereas the μ.-values re fer to experimen­
tal d a t a . 
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3 . TRANSPORT OF IONS THROUGH A CHARGED MEMBRANE. 
In t h e previous section an express ion was derived for G , the conduc­
tivi ty found for univalent ca t ion-t ranspor t t h r o u g h an uncharged mem­
b r a n e . 
The influence of t h e surface-charge and of ion-charge unequal +1 may be 
estimated by in t roducing the Donnan-rat io, iv. (see Teorell, 1955): 
r D = < C m / C b ) Z ( 2 2 a > 
with : 
r D = • { 1 • ( Q m / 2 C b ) M - ( Q m / 2* C b ) (22b) 
Q : membrane charge expressed in meq/1 pore-volume, the 
concentrat ion of 'fixed ionic charges ' (cF. Teorell, 1955). 
C. : the bulk-electrolyte concentrat ion 
С : the e lectrolyte concentrat ion inside the membrane 
ζ : t h e sign of t h e charge of the considered ionic species 
(+1 for Rb + and -1 for C f ) . 
The influence of the surface-charge is taken into account by subst i tut ing 
С in (21a) and (21b) with : 
С = С * ( r D ) z (23) 
According to Kohlrausch's law of independent migration of ions up to 
moderate concentrat ions (= 0 .1 M) the conductivit ies associated with 
cations and anions will be addit ive, so the (total) conductance of a 
charged membrane is : 
0
с
1 = { G
c
+
*
r D + G c % r D > ( 2 4 > 
In Fig. 2, 3 and 4 t h e influence of var iat ions in membrane-charge, pore-
rad ius and e lectrolyte-concentrat ion on the calculated conductivity-values 
a re shown. These conductivit ies were calculated, us ing equations (19) 
t h r o u g h (24) with a 10 mmol/1 RbCl solution as the e lectrolyte . The fol­
lowing cons tant s were used as parameter values in this simulation: 
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рог = 0.15 [vol%] (average membrane-porosity) 
R = 30. [A] (average pore-radius) 
Q = -1.7 [meq/1] (average membrane-charge) 
С = 0.01 [mol/1 ] (electrolyte-concentrat ion) 
a = 4 . 0 [A] ( h y d r a t e d ionic radius for Rb ) 
a = 4.4 [A] ( h y d r a t e d ionic radius for CI ) 
d = 2.0*10 * [m] (membrane thickness) 
θ = /2 ( tortuosi ty-factor, see Rietema, 197G) 
η = 1.0*10~э [Pa*s] (viscosity of water at 293 0 K ) 
J(X) and Κ(λ) were calculated, using equations (17) and (18) . 
Figure 2. Calculated membrane-conductivity [m!5] as a function of 
membrane-charge, Q . Shown are the fofal membrane-conductivi ty, G , 
and the individual cation- and amon-conduct iv i t ies , G and G„ . 
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Figure 3. Calculated membrane-conductivity [mS] as a function of the 
average p o r e - r a d i u s , H. . 
Log (G c: 
" Gctol 
о Qc+ 
n G r -
Log(C) 
Figure 4. Calculated membrane-conductivity [mS] as a function of 
e lectrolyte-concentrat ion, С [mmol/1] Q denotes the value of the 
m 
membrane-charge used in the calculation. 
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The asymmetry in Fig. 2 is caused by the unequal h y d r a t e d radii for Rb 
and CI ( based upon t h e differences in crys ta l ionic radi i , which are 
1.4Θ and 1.81 A . U . respect ive ly (Robinson and Stokes, 1970, Appendix 
3 . 1 . ) . 
Conclusions. 
* a mechanistic model is p r e s e n t e d for membrane-conductivity. 
input for this model is : 
+ membrane parameters such as membrane-porosity, роге-radius and 
membrane-charge. 
+ external parameters such as e lectrolyte-concentrat ion and h y d r a t e d 
ionic radi i . 
^ typical resul t s of the influence of variations in p o r e - r a d i u s , membrane-
charge and electrolyte-concentrat ion on the calculated conductivity-
values are given. 
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APPENDIX II TO CHAPTER VI 
A MECHANISTIC -INTERPRETATION OF COMPLEX 
ELECTROCHEMICAL MEMBRANE PARAMETERS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Using the r e s u l t s of the analysis p r e s e n t e d in Appendix II of Chapter V, 
in this Appendix a mechanistic in te rpre ta t ion of w , К and о will be 
given, with which the influence of concentrat ion-var iat ions will be 
explained. A model of an enamel membrane is p r e s e n t e d . 
2. THE INFLUENCE OF CONCENTRATION VARIATIONS. 
In Figure 1 t h e influence of variations in t h e concentrat ion of the e lectro­
lyte on ω , log(R. ) , log(K ) and α is given. These parameters were 
calculated from complex impedance spect ra using the non-l inear f i t t ing-
procedure descr ibed in Chapter V, Appendix I. Standing l ines denote 
s t a n d a r d - e r r o r s ; the e r r o r s in the log(R )-values were neglegible. As 
electrolyte RbCl was used, in a concentra t ion-range of 2 to 100 mmol/1. 
* log(R ) is seen to decrease : this has been discussed a l ready in the 
main t e x t . 
* the complex parameter s w , log(K ) and α are observed to increase 
with increasing e lectrolyte-concentrat ion. 
This observat ion will be discussed us ing t h e 2-dimensional r e p r e s e n t a t i o n 
of an enamel membrane as given in Figure 2 (in real i ty a membrane has to 
be r e p r e s e n t e d by a 3-dimensional mesh; for p u r p o s e s of c lar i ty only a 
2-diniensional section of this mesh is p r e s e n t e d ) . The boxes in Figure 2 
refer to the pore-confined electrolyte and correspond with t h e forward 
conductance pathways of Appendix I I , Chapter V. The parallel lines in 
Figure 2 refer to capacities and correspond with the transverse conduc­
tion pathways of Appendix I I , Chapter V. These capacities consist of a 
parallel-connecfion of the capacities associated with the double-layers that 
line the enamel-pores and t h e capacity formed by t h e conduct ing pore-
solution, isolated by t h e HAP crystal l ine inter face. 
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Figure 1. Influence of variat ions in RbCl-concentrat ion on the values 
of the complex parameters of an enamel membrane, calculated with the 
CPA-model. Shown are w m a x , log(R o ) (Ro in kfi), о and log(K a ) (K a In 
[mS*s a ] ) v e r s u s log(C) (C in [mol/1] ) . 
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Looking at Figure 2, 3 situations may be discerned: 
(1) for ыЧ) the admittances of the capacities become neglegible. There­
fore only the resistive pathways remain as a means of membrane-
conduction. R is seen to result from the parallel-connection of all 
continuous resistive pathways through the membrane, hence: 
(=G 
c.tot ) = l G pore' (1) 
(2) for increasing ω the capacitive pathways start gaining importance as a 
current-conducting mechanism. As can be gathered from Figure 2 
these capacitive pathways establish a continuous pathway through the 
membrane as well. So, the impedance originating from the pore-
resistances is shunted with these capacities. Therefore the overall 
membrane-impedance will decrease with increasing ы, whereas the 
phase-angle,φ, will increase. Thus the semiarc of the Cole-Cole plot 
is traced. 
(3) for very large measuring-frequencies (ω-*») the conductances associat­
ed with the capacitive pathways will become much larger than the 
conductances offered by the pores, thus the impedance of the mem­
brane becomes vanishingly small, whereas φ approaches тг/г. So, the 
series-connection of R. and membrane-impedance will converge to R . 
Figure 2. Two-dimensional 
network representation of an 
enamel membrane showing forward 
(drawn as resistors) and 
Transverse (drawn as capacitors) 
conductance pathways. 
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An increase of the electrolyte-concentration will influence the double-layer 
that lines the роге-walls in a complicated fashion (cF. Gileadi et 
al . , 1975). Simplifying it can be stated, that a compression of the pro­
file of the double-layer occurs with a concomitant increase of the capacity 
associated with it. In approximation these effects will be proportional to 
the square-root of the ionic strength. 
* log(K ) increases from -5.1 to -4.6, so К increases with a factor 3.16, 
which is close to /10, which it should be, considering that С goes from 
2 mmol/1 to 20 mmol/1. 
* С -values calculated using equation (2) of Appendix II to Chapter V : 
С 2 5 10 20 50 100 [mmol/1] 
C
a
 79 84 91 127 148 221 [pF/m] 
Considering that the contributions from C. and С ,. are approximately 
equal at 10 mmol/1, (see Appendix II, Chapter V) and that the 
standard-error in the С -values presented in Table I amounts 40 pF, 
the concentration-dependent behaviour of these С -values is seen to 
correspond with the theory (cF. Gileadi et al., 1975). 
* The observed increase of ω follows from the relation: 
max 
V a x = - l o e ( V - l o e ( C a > (2) 
* since a refers to the 'peakedness' of the distribution of relaxation-times 
(Boettcher and Bordewijk, 1976), an increasing value of a may be 
interpreted as a decreasing heterogeneity of the distribution. This may 
be caused by two effects: 
+ at low ionic strength the profiles of the double-layers become more 
diffuse; in small pores they might even start overlapping. This phenom­
enon increases the ratio of smallest and largest capacity-value, ie. their 
range. 
+ at high ionic strength pores that were inaccessible at lower ionic 
strength gradually become opened up (Driessens, unpublished results), 
thus reducing the ratio of smallest and largest resistance-value. 
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3. CONCLUDING REMARKS. 
* al though a ( tentat ive) onset has been p r e s e n t e d for explaining the com­
plex impedance spect ra In terms of microscopic processes like relaxation 
and t r a n s v e r s e conduction , a more exact descr ipt ion may be obtained 
us ing percolat ion-theory, (cF. Kirkpatr ick, 1973 and Brenig et 
a l . , 1971) which deals with s i te-to-site migration in a d iscrete environ­
ment and in which capacitive effects a re easily incorporated . 
** since enamel s t ruc tura l ly consists of a network of d iscrete p o r e s of 
hyper-ionic dimensions, an explanation of the impedance-spectra based 
on the Nernst-Planck flux equation as proposed by Brumleve and 
Buck (1978), will be inadequate, since th i s descr ipt ion r e g a r d s a mem­
brane as a d i sperse matrix of fixed ionic charges , le. as a continuum. 
T h u s , channel motion of ions t h r o u g h membranes is best descr ibed 
along o t h e r , re lated lines (Buck, 1984). 
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S A M E N V A T T / N G 
PERMEABILITEIT VAN TANDGLAZUURMEMBRANEN 
een onderzoek met complexe impedantiemetingen 
Het doel van het hier besproken onderzoek was drieledig: 
(1) het vinden van een geschikte methode voor het bepalen van de 
permeabiliteit van tandglazuur. 
(2) het bestuderen van het effect van permeabiliteitsverlagende chemische 
behandelingen van tandglazuur. 
(3) het interpreteren van de behaalde resultaten met behulp van een 
model van de physico-chemische processen die zich in tandglazuur 
afspelen. 
In hoofdstuk I, de inleiding, wordt uitgelegd, waarom de permeabiliteit 
van tandglazuur een cruciale factor is voor de voortgang van het 
caries-proces. Deze permeabiliteit kon tot voor kort alleen gemeten 
worden met behulp van diffusie-metingen met radiotracers, een 
tijdrovende methode, die bovendien niet in vivo toepasbaar is. 
Omdat diffunderende ionen stroom kunnen geleiden, is een correlatie te 
verwachten tussen electrisch geleidingsvermogen en permeabiliteit van 
glazuur. In hoofdstuk II, op te vatten als een terreinverkenning, is deze 
aanname in grote lijn geverifieerd. 
Om niet-lineair gedrag en polarizatie van de membraan te vermijden, is 
vervolgens een laagspannings complexe -impedantiemeting ontworpen, 
waarbij het reële en imaginaire deel van de membraan-impedantie bij een 
aantal frequenties tussen 1 Hz en 1 MHz wordt gemeten en uitgezet in een 
polaire (Cole-Cole) plot. Voor de analyse van deze metingen is in 
hoofdstuk III een 6-parameter model gebruikt. Een nadeel van dit 
fenomenologisch model is, dat een interpretatie met behulp van 
fysisch-chemische parameters moeilijk is. 
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In hoofdstuk IV is aangetoond, dat de complexe impedantie-spectra ook 
te beschrijven zijn met een 4-parameter model dat een 
'Constant-Phase-Angle' element bevat. Aangezien dit model voldoet aan 
de Kramers-Kronig relaties mag in principe een betere duiding met behulp 
van fysisch-chemische processen verwacht worden. De parameters van 
dit model zijn dan ook op simpele wijze in verband te brengen met de 
relaxatie van ladingsdragers binnen de begrenzingen opgelegd door de 
porie-structuur van het glazuur. De met dit model berekende waarden 
voor de breedte van de boog in een polaire plot en de hoekfrequentie bij 
het maximum van deze boog maken een betrouwbare en nauwkeurige 
voorspelling mogelijk van de permeabiliteit van onbehandeld glazuur. 
In hoofdstuk V is aangetoond, dat deze grootheden ook gebruikt 
kunnen worden voor het volgen van de veranderingen in de 
permeabiliteit, als gevolg van permeabiliteitsverlagende behandelingen van 
het glazuur. Deze behandelingen hebben grote invloed op de elektrische 
lading binnen het tandglazuur en op de permeabiliteit. 
Tenslotte is in hoofdstuk VI een aanzet gegeven voor een 
mechanistische interpretatie van de in deze studie gepresenteerde 
complexe impedantiemetingen met behulp van physico-chemische parameters 
zoals de gemiddelde porie-straal en porie-afstand, en de 
membraan-porositeit en membraanlading. De membraan-porositeit blijkt de 
voornaamste determinant te zijn voor de waargenomen verschillen in 
permeabiliteit. 
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De a u t e u r van dit proefschri f t is op 8 a u g u s t u s 1952 in Maastricht 
geboren. Als vooropleiding is van september 1964 tot juni 1970 
Gymnasium-β onderwijs gevolgd aan het Stedelijk Lyceum en HAVO te 
Maastr icht . In september 1970 is een aanvang gemaakt met de 
chemie-studie aan de Katholieke Universiteit te Nijmegen. Het 
kandidaats-examen (S2) is afgelegd op 25 juni 1973, het doktoraal-examen 
(hoofdvak Biofysische Chemie, bijvakken Informatica en Analytische 
Chemie) werd behaald op 29 januari 1979; als u i tbre id ing van het 
hoofdvakonderzoek is een r e s e a r c h - s t a g e bij Prof. Bucci (University of 
Maryland at Baltimore, U S A ) gevolgd. Het hier besproken onderzoek is 
gedaan o n d e r auspiciën van de FUNGO/ZWO-werkgemeenschap 
Pathof ysiologie van de mond. De eraan verbonden prakt ische 
werkzaamheden zijn ve r r i ch t op de afdeling Orale Biochemie der 
Subfaculteit Tandheelkunde van de Katholieke Universitei t Nijmegen, waar 
de au t eu r van maart 1979 tot januari 1983 werkzaam is geweest als 
wetenschappeli jk ambtenaar . 
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A u d e Ι η s ι ρ e г е. 
(Durf met-verstandelijk te zijn.) 
I 
Het bij benadering tegengesteld zijn van het verloop van de dag-varlaties m 
het zink-en fosfaat-gehalte van bloed (Markowitz el a l . , 1985) wijst op de 
mogelijkheid, dat de fosfaat- en zmk-concentraties m lichaamsvloeistoffen 
gekoppeld zijn via het oplosbaarheidsprodukt van een zink- en fosfaathoudend 
mineraal m bot. 
* Markowitz.M.E., Rosen,J.F. and Mizruchi, M. (1985) 
The Am. J . of Clin. Nutr. 4 1 , 689-696. 
II 
Nyvad en Fejerskov (1982) schrijven het vóórkomen van kleine gebieden met 
démineraiisatie tussen (ogenschijnlijk) intacte tandworteloppervlakken bij het 
optreden van dentme-canes toe aan locale variaties m het pathogène milieu. 
Indien het is toegestaan om parallellen te trekken tussen de situatie bij 
glazuur en dentine, een aanname waar inmiddels argumenten voor zijn, lijkt de 
door Nyvad en Fejerskov aangedragen verklaring voorbarig. 
* Nyvad.B. and Fejerskov,O. (1982) Int. Dent. J . 3 2, 312-326. 
Ill 
De suggestie van Elliott et a l . (1973) dat de lage symmetrie van biologische 
apatiet kristallen een gevolg Is van de ordening van OH-groepen m kolommen, 
is onjuist. 
* El l iot t ,J.C., Mackie.P.E. and Young.R.A. (1973) Science 180, 1055. 
IV 
BIJ tandheelkundige toepassing van ultrasoon-apparatuur kan weefselbeschadiging 
optreden door de geproduceerde waterstof- en hydroxyl-radicalen (Makino et 
a l . , 1983). Compensatie voor deze beschadiging dient gezocht te worden in het 
terugdringen van de door andere technieken veroorzaakte stralmgsdoses 
(bijvoorbeeld bij het hanteren van roentgen-diagnostiek door het gebruik van 
gevoeliger films en buizen met een gunstiger roentgen-spectrum). 
* Makino,K., Mossoba.M.M and Riesz,P. (1983) Radiation Res. 96, 416-421. 
V 
BIJ het gebruik van het Kalman fi lter getuigt het vooraf effenen van de 
metingen en het aftrekken van de achtergrond van weinig inzicht In de 
problematiek van het toestandschatten. 
* Rutan.S.C. and Brown.S.D. (1983) Anal. Chem.55, 1707-1710. 
VI 
De model uitbreiding, gebruikt voor het corrigeren van een onbekend 
interferentie spectrum in de meercomponenten analyse, levert voor de geschatte 
concentraties enkel bij een rechte basislijn statistisch juiste resultaten. 
* Rutan,S.C. and Brown.S.D. (1984) Anal.Chim.Acta 160, 99-119. 
VII 
De door Sathyanarayana et a l . (1979) voorgestelde methode ter controle vein de 
laadtoestand van mkkel-cadmium accumulatoren, namelijk door het in de tijd 
volgen van de modulus van hun impedantie, is door de geringe wijzigingen die 
optreden m deze parameter gedurende een laad-cyclus minder betrouwbaar dan de 
(standaard) methode van het meten van de klemspanning bij nominale belasting. 
Analyse van veranderingen m het complexe Impedantie spectrum van deze 
accumulatoren leidt wél tot informatie over de laadtoestand, maar vereist (bij 
de huidige stand van de techniek) een onevenredig grote investering in 
apparatuur. 
* Sathyanarayana,S., Venugopalan.S. and Gopikanth.M.L. (1979) 
J.Appl.Electrochem. 9, 125-139. 
Vili 
BIJ de analyse van therapeutische paradoxen (Watzlavik et a l . , 1971) dient men 
zich te realiseren, dat de wens om hulp te verlenen en het vermogen om dit te 
effectueren een orthogonale basis vormen in het complex therapeutisch vlak. 
* Watzlavik.P., BeavIn.J.H. and Jackson,D.D. (1971) De pragmatische aspecten 
van de menselijke communicatie. Van Loghum Slaterus, Deventer. 
IX 
Inzake het door de Wijn gerapporteerde kinetisch mutistisch lijden met infauste 
prognose (condens gerelateerde anigmtie met quasi-afasie van het locomotor 
centrum) is een radicaal-extirpatie van de geaffecteerde organen en 
substituérmg door electronische implantaten te verkiezen boven de door De Wijn 
voorgestelde louter palhatieve benadering (siccatieve curettage van de corpora 
ignitia): zélfs bij essentiële hypohydrogeenhydne van de accumulator is de 
recidief-kans na de voorgestelde ingreep gering. 
* De Wijn.J. (1982) Thesis K.U. Nijmegen. 
D u m S p e r o , S p i r o . 
(Zolang er hoop Is, is er leven.) 
E R R A T A 
Page 33, Figure 3: legend to Y-axis should read log(Y). 
Page 34, Figure 4: legend to Y-axis should read log(YR ). 
Page 34, Figure 5: legend to Y-axis should read log(Y). 
Page 38, Figure 10: legend to Y-axis should read ω . 
Page 91, line 19: ...radius equals half of the diameter... 
Page 95, line 19: ...Eldndge and Morowitz (1978). 
Page 97, line 20: i d e m 
Page 104, line 18: I d e m 


